
2. OBJECTIVES 

12. Three safety objectives arc defined for nuclear power plants. The first is very 

general in nature. The other two are complementary objectives that imcrpret the 

general objective, dealing with radiation protection and technical aspects of safe@ 

respectively. The safety objectives are not independent; their overlap ensures 

completeness and adds emphasis. 

2.1 GENERAL NUCLEAR SAFETY OBJECTIVE 

13. Objecrive: To proucr individuals. socicry and r!:t cnvironmenr by rsrablishing 

and m&raining in nuclearpowerplonrs (m effcclive defence againsr mdiologi- 

cd horard. 

14. Each viable method of production of electricity has unique advantages and 

possible dctrimemal effects. In the statement of the general nuclear safely objective, 

radiological hazard meanr adverse health effects of radiation on both plant workers 

and the public, and radioactive contaminalion of land. air. water or food products. 

It does no, include any of the more convcnlional types of hazards that attend any 

industrial cndeavour. The protection system is effective as staled in the objecdve if 

it prevents significant addition either to the risk to health or to tic risk of other 

damage to which individuals. society and the environment are exposed as a conse- 

quence of industrial activity already accepted. In this applicadon. risk is defined as 

the arithmetic product of the probability of an accident or an even, and Ihe adverse 

effccl it would produce. These health risks ?.re to be estimated without taking into 

account the countervailing and substantial benelits which the nuclear and industrial 

activities bestow, both in better health and in other ways important to modern 

civilization. When the objective is fulfilled, the level of risk due to nuclear power 

plants does not exceed that due to competing energy sources. and is generally lower. 

I f  another means of electricity generation is replaced by I nuclear plant, the total risk 

will generally be reduced. The comparison of risks due to nuclear plants with other 

industrial risks to which people and the environment are exposed makes it necessary 

to use calcul~tionrl models in risk analysis. To make full use of these techniques and 

to support implemcntrtion of this general nuclear safety objccdve. it is imponam that 

quantitative targets. ‘safety goals’. are fomwlated. 

IS. It is recognized that although the interests pf society require protection against 

the harmful effecls of radiadon. they exe not solely concerned with the radiological 
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safety of people and the avoidance of contamination of the environment. The protec- 

tion of the resources invested in the plant is of high societal importance and demands 

auention to all the safety issues with which this report is concerned. However, the 

main focus of this document is the safety of people. What follows is therefore 

expressed in these terms solely, but this is not to imply that INSAG has no regard 

for other factors. 

2.2. RADIATION PROTECTION OBJECTIVE 

17. Radiation protection is provided in nuclear power plants under normal condi- 

[ions and separate measures would be available under accident circumstances. Por 

planned plant operating conditions and anticipated operational occurrences. compli- 

ance with radiation protection standards baied on ICRP recommendations’ ensures 

appropriate radiation protection. That is. the ICRP’s system of dose limitadon 

provides appropriate protection for planned situations anticipated to occur once or 

more in the lifetime of B plant. 

18. The aforementioned radiation protection standards have been dcvelopcd to 

prevent harmful effects of ionizing radiation by keeping exposures sufficiently low 

that non-stochastic effects are precluded and the probability of stochastic effextr is 

limited IO levels deemed tolerable. This applies to controlled circumstances. In the 

event of any accident that could cause the source of exposure to be not entirely under 

control. safety provisions in the plant are planned and countermeasures outside Ihe 

plant are prepared to mitigate harm to individuals. populations and the environment. 

’ For example lNTERNATlt,NAL ATOMIC ENSRGY AOENCY. Basic Safety 
Smderds for Redistion Protection (1982 edn), Safety Series No. 9. IAEA. Vienna (1982). 



2.3. TECHNICAL SAFETY OBJECTIVE 

20. Accident prcvendon is the first safety priority of both dcsigncrs and operators. 
It is achieved tivough Ihe use of reliable structures. camponems. systems and proce- 
dures in B plant operated by personnel who we committed to a strong safety culture. 

21. However, in no human endeavour can one ever guaramce that the prevention 
of accidcms will be rotally successful. Designers of nuclear power plams therefore 
assume lhat component, system and human failures arc possible, and can lead 10 
ab?ormal occurrences, ranging from minor disturbances to highly unlikely accident 
sequences. The necessary additional protection is achieved by the incorporation of 
many engineered safety features into tie plant. These are provided to halt the 
progress of an accident in Ihe specific range of accidents considered during design 
and. when necessary. to mitigate its consequences. The design parameters of each 
engineered safety feature are defined by a deterministic analysis of iw effectiveness 
against the accidents it is intended to control. The sccidents in the spectrum requiring 
the most extreme design parameters for the rafcry feature we termed the design basis 
accidents for that feature. 

22. Attenrion is also diread to accidents of very low likelihood but more sevcrc 
than Ihose considered explicitly in the design (accidents ‘beyond the design basis’). 
Some ofthese 8everr. accidents could CUJEC such deterioralion in plsnt conditions that 
proper core cooling csnoot be maintained. or chat fuel damage occurs for other 
rcasora. These accidents would have II potential for major radiological consequences 
if radioactive materials released from the f&cl were not rdequslcly conlined. As a 
result of the accident prevention policy, they are of low probability of caurrencc. 

23. Since tbcse accidents could nonetheless occur, other procedural measures are 
provided for managing their course and mitigating their consequences. These addi- 
tional mensurer arc defined on the basis of operating experience. safety analysis and 
the results bf safety research. Attcnlion is given in design, siting. procedures and 
rraining to coolrolling the progression and consequences of accidents. Limitation of 
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awden, consequences requires measurr~ ,o axurc ,u,c ~a,u,uu .I/., . ~,. 
cooling, adequate conlincment integrity and off-rile emergency prcparcdness. High 
consequence severe accidents arc therefore extremely unlikely because they are 
cffecGvcly prevented or mitigated by dcfcncc in depth. 

24. In the safety technology of nwlcar power. risk is defined (as in Section 2.1) 
as Ihe product of the likelihood of occurrence of an accident and its potential radio- 
logical consequences. The technical safety objective for accidents is to apply accident 
prevcndon, management and mitigation mca~urcs in such a way that overall risk is 
very low and no accident sequence. whether it is of low probability or high 
probability, contributes to risk in a way that is excessive in comparison with other 
sequences. 

7.5. The target for existing nuclear power plants consis~cnt with the technical safety 
objecdve is B likelihood of occurrence of scvcre core damage that is below about 
IO4 events ‘per plant operating year. implementation of I$ safety principles *I 
future plants should lead to the achievement of an improved goal of no! more than 
about IO” such events per plant operating year. Severe accident mnnagcment and 
mitigation measures should reduce by a factor of BL least ten the probability of large 
off-site relcoses requiring shor! term off-site response. 
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26. A number of concepts arc general in application. bearing in many imponanl 

ways on the nalure and applicarion of the specific safety principles enunciated Iacr. 

These important concepls are here called fundamental safety principles and they are 

idemitied in Section 3. They are of three kinds, reladng 10 managcrncnl. defence in 

deplh end technical issues. 

3. I. MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES 

27. Three fundamental management principles arc idemificd. They are connected 

with the establishment of a safely cuIrurc, the rcsponsibilides of the operating organi- 

zalion, and the provision of regulatory control and verification of safety relaed 

eCliVitieS. 

_‘. 

3.1.1. Safety culture 

29. The phrase ‘safcry cuIturc* refers IO B very general matter, the personal dcdica- 

lion and accounrability of all individuals engaged in any acdvily which has a bearing 

on the safely of nuclear power planrs. The starting point for the necessary full amen- 

tion to safety matters is with the senior management of all organizations concerned. 

Policies arc er~ablished and implemented which cnsurc correct practices, with the 

recognition thal their importance lies no, just in the pracdccs themselves bul also in 

the cnvironmenl of safe[y consciousness which they crca. Clear lines of rcsponsi- 

bility and communication arc established; sound procedures arc developed; xricr 

adherence to these procedures is demanded; internal reviews are performed of rafe[y 

related activities; above all, staff training and education emphasize the reasons 

behind the safety practices established. together with the consequences for safc~y of 

shortfalls in pers?nal performance. 

30. These matlers arc cspccially importrnl for opcraiing organizadons and the staff 

direcdy engaged in plant operation. For the larter, II, all levels, training emphasizes 

the significance of their individual tasks from the rtandpoinl of basic undcrstnnding 
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sis on the reasons underlying safety limils and the safety consrqucnccs of violaions. 

Open auitudes arc rquired in such staff to ensure that informadon relevant to plant 

safely is freely communicated; when errors of practice arc committed. their admis- 

sion is particularly encouraged. By these means, an all pervading safety thinking is 

achieved. allowing an inherently questioning witude. the prevention of 

I complacency, B commitment to excellence, and the fostering of both personal 

accountability and corparatc self-regulation in safety matters. 

! 3.1.2. Responsibility of the opentlng organlzatlon 

31. Principle: l71hc ulrimarr responsibility fir rhr sofery of (I nuclear power planr 

rexo with rhc operaring organization. 7his is in no way dilurcd by rhe ~eppororr 

ncriviricr and rcrponsibiliries of designers. suppliers. constructors and 

~~&d‘7lO~S. 

32. Once the operating organization aecepls possession, it is in complete charge 

of the plant, with full responsibility and commensurate authority for approved activi- 

lies in the producdon of electric power. Since these acdvities also effect the ssfcty 

of the plant, the opcradng organization establishes policy for adherence to safcry 

requirements. establishes procedures for safe control of the plant under all condi- 

tions, including mainlcnance and surveillance, and retains P compctenr. iit and fully 

trained staff. The operadng organiradon ensures thst rcsponsibilidcs arc well defined 

and documemed and that the resources and facilities for the tasks of its staff arc in 

PhCC. 

33. The operating organization also has responsibilities in certain areas where its 

control is less direct. By using its own staff and resources, or through agencies acting 

on hs behalf, the operating organizedon institutes rigorous reviews. audits and, as 

necessary, approval processes to ensure that the factors which determine the safety 

of the plant arc given the necessary attention. This applies. for example. to site 

investigation. design. manufacturing. construction, Iwing and commissioning. 

34. This principle of the operating organization’s overriding safety responsibility 

is a prime one. The responsibilities of other parties are also significant for safety as 

well as for financial md legal matters. Variations in national practices make it 

difficult to define the formal responsibilities of the other parties, bul clearly 

designers, manufacturers and constructors are required es a minimum to provide a 
sound design and equipmenl that meets its specificntions in tcrrns of both engineering 
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detail and perfonance of tie intended function. meeting or exceeding quality $tan- 

dards commensurate with tie safety significance of components or rys!ems. The 

technical societies and the scientific community generally carry responsibilities for 

high standards of performance of individuals in the professional sense, and for main- 

mining and strengthening the basis on which the safety of nuclear power plams. 

stands. The responsibilities of the regulators are discussed in Section 3.1.3. 

38. To fulfil its functions effectively, the regulatory organization has the necessary 

legal aulhorhy, and it is provided with free access to facilidcs and to relevant infor- 

mation in the possession of the operating organization. 

3.2. STRATEGY OF DEFENCE IN DEPTH 

3.1.3. Regulntory control and independent verification 
, 

35. Principle: The govrrnmcnr srrablishcr the Icgal/rtimeworkfor o n~clror indur- 

try and ~ln indrpmdenr rcguiarory organizarion which is responsible for licmr- 

ing and rrgularory conrrol of nuclear power plants and for enforcing rhc 

rrlevanr rrgulations. 77x scpararion between rhe rcrponribilirier o/the regula- 

ray organizarion and rhorc o/orhrr parries is clear. JO rhar rhc reguiaorr 

ranin (heir independence (L( o ~a/cty aurhoriry and ore profccrcd from undue 

p*tWl*t. 
:. 

39. ‘Defence in depth’ is singled out amongst Lbc !imdamcnlal principles since it 

underlies the safety technology of nuclear power. All safety acdvidcs. whether 

organizational. behsvioural or equipment related, are subject 10 layers of overlap 

ping provisions. so that if a failure should occur it would be compensated for or 

corrected without causing harm 10 individuals or the public at large. This idea of 

multiple levels of protccrion is the ccntrel feature of defencc in depth. and it is repeal- 

cdly used in the specific safety principles that follow. 

40. Two comllsry principles of defcnce in depth are defined, namely. accident 

prevention and accident mitigation. These corollary principles follow the general 

statement of dcfcncc in depth. 

3.2.1. Defence in depth 

36. A legally constiruted regulatory organization provides governmcnud licensing, 

regulation and surveillance of the opcrarion of nuclear power plants in respect of 

their safely, Aclivilies of Ihe regulatory organizations cover Ihc following funcfionsl 

areas: 

- specification snd development of standards and rcgulekmr for safety; 

- issue of liccnces to operating organizations. following appropriale safety 

***e**“le*,*: 

41. Principle: To compcns~rc jar porenriol human and mechanical failures, D 

dc/cncs in dcplh concepr is implsmenrcd, ccnrrcd on several lcvcls ofprorecrion 

including succcsrivc barriers prcvenring the refcorc of radioacrivc ma&al to 
the cnvironmcnr. The concepr includes prorecrion of the barriers by awning 

damage to rhe plan: ond 10 rhc barricrr rhcmselves. 11 includcr junher 

measures IO prorecr rhe public and rhc environmcnr from ham in caw these 

born’crs are no, filly eflectiecrive. 

- inspection, monitoring and review of Ihe safety performance of nuclear plsmr 

and operating organizations; 

- requiring correcdve actions of an operating organirntion where necessary and 

lating any necessary enforcement actions. including wilhdrwal of liccnce. if 

acceplablc safely levels we not achieved; 

- advocacy of safety research, es discussed in Section 3.3.6; and 

- dissemination pf safety infoonnadon (also discussed in Sccdon 3.3.6). 

42. The defcnce in depth concept provides an overall strategy for safety measures 

and features of nuclear power plants. When properly applied. it ensures that no 

single human or mechanical failure would lead to injury to the public, and even 

combinations of fuilurcs that are only remotely possible would lend to little or no 

injury. Deface in depth helps to establish that the three basic safely functions 

(comrolling the power. cooling the fuel and confining the radioactive material) are 

preserved, and that radioactive materials do not reach people or the cnvironmcnL 

37. The regulatory organization r&s independently of designers, construclors and 43. The principle of defence in depth is implemented primarily by means of I 

operators to the extent necessary 10 ensure that oafety is [he only mission of the series of barriers which should in principle never be jeopardized, and which must 

rcgulatory’pcrsonnel. The resources of the regulatory organization are sufficient for be violated in turn kforc harm can occur to people or the environment. These 

it m accomplish its functions without adversely affecting construction schedules or barriers are physical. providing for the confinement of radioactive material at ~ucccs- 

energy production, except where warranted for the assurance of nsfety. Expertise in sivc locations, The barriers may serve operational and safety purposes, or may serve 

a sufficienrly wide range of nuclear technologies is available to the regulatory safely purposes only, Power operadon is only allowed if this multibilrricr system is 

organiradon. not jeopardized and is capable of funclioning es designed. 
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44. The reliabiliry of the physical barriers is enhanced by applying the concept of 

deface in depth to them in turn, protecting each of them by I series of measures. 

Each physical barrier is designed conservatively. its quality is checked to ensure that 

Ihe margins against failure me retained, its status is monitored, and all plant 

processes capable of affecting it are controlled and monitored in operation. Human 

arpccts of defence in depth are brought into play to protect the inL?grily of the 

barriers, such BE quality assurance, administrative controls. safety reviews, indcpen- 

dent rcguladon, operating limils. personnel qualifrcadon and [raining, and safety 

cul~urc. Design provisions including bolh those for normal plant systems and those 

for engineered safety systems help to prevent undue challenges to the integrity of the 

physical barriers. to prevent the failure of a barrier if il is jeopardized. and to prevent 

consequential damage of multiple barriers in series. Safety system designers ensure 

10 the extent practicable that the different safety systems prorccting the physical 

harriers are functionally independent under accident condidons. 

3.22. Accldenl prevenllon 

50. Principlr: Principal emphasis is placed on rhr primary rneanr of achieving 

ro/ery, which is rhr prcvenrion ojaccidenrr, panicularly any which could C(IUSC 

ICWC core damage. 

51. The design, construction, operation and maintenance of nuclear power plants 

has as its primary objective the generation of electricity reliably and economically. 

In accordance with the general safety management principle on safety culture, the 

safety implications of decisions in all these areas must be borne in mind. The follbw- 

ing is concentrated on these safety aspects. 

45. All of the components of defcncc are available at all times Ihat a plant is at 

nurmal paver. Appropriate levels sre available at other limes. The existence of 

several components of defence in depth is never jusrificadon for continued operadon 

in Ihc’abrence of one cornpawN. Severe accidents in the past have been the rcsuh 

uf multiple failures, both human and equipment failures, due to deficiencies in 

several componcno of dcfcnce in depth that should not have been permitted. 

46. System design according to dcfcnce in depth includes process comrols that use 

feedback 10 provide 8 tolerance of any f?.iluro which might otherwise allow faulls 

or nbnormal conditions 10 develop into accidcms. These controls protect the physical 

barriers by keeping the plant in P well defined region of operating parameters where 

barriers will not be jeopardized. Care in system design prevents cliff edge effects 

which might permit small deviations to precipitate grossly abnormal plant bchaviour 

and cause damage. 

52. The first means of preventing accidents is to strive for such high quality in 

design. construction and operation of the plant that deviations from normal opera- 

tional states are infrequent. Safety systems are used BE a backup to feedback in 

pracess con~rnl to prevent such deviations from developing into accidents. Safety 

systems make use of redundancy and diversity of design and the physical separation 

of parallel cornpawn&. where appropriate, to reduce the likelihood of [he loss of a 

vital safety fun&m. Sysams and components are insp-xted and tested regulariy to 

reveal any degradation which might lead to abnormal operating conditions or 

inadequate safety system performance. Abnormal conditions possibly affecting 
nuclear safety are promptly detected by monitoring systems that give alarms and in 

many cases inidatc corrective actions sutomarically. The operators are trained to 

recognize readily the onset of an accident and to respond properly and in a timely 

manner to such abnormal conditions. They have also been well trained in appropriate 

operating procedures, with which they have become familiarized. 
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41. Competent engineering of the barriers and the masures for their protection 

coupled with feedback to maintain operation in optimal ranges leads to a record of 

smooth, steady performance in producing electricity on demand. This indicates the 

proper implemenution of rhe most Important indicator of the success of defcnce in 

depth, which is operation with little or no need to csll on safety systems. 

53. Thus the prevention of accidenls depends on conservatively designed equip 

merit and good operational practices to prevent failure, quality assurance 10 verify 

the achievement of the design intent. surveillance to detect degradation or incipient 

failure during operation. and steps to ensure that I small perturbation or incipient 

failure would not develop into 8 more serious situation. 

Jg. The multibarrier system protects humans and the environment in n wide range 

uf abnormal conditions. Preplanned countermeasures are provided. as a further 

component of defence in depth, against the possibility that rsdioactivc material might 

sfill be released from the plsnt. 

49. The Appendix presents I discussion of the means by which the separate compo 

“ems of dcfcnce in depth protect and complemcnr each other. The importance of 

prevention and midgadon of accidents in defence in depth is lreatcd in [he following 

Iwo corollaries. 

54. A number of probabilistic safety assessments have been made for a range of 

nuclear power plant designs in different countries. They show that sufficiently low 

probabililies of severe cure damage we attainable. When effective preparation for 

accident management and for mitigation of the effects of severe accidents is waken 

into account, the results of these probabilistic safety assessments are consistcnl with 

Ihe general nuclear safety objecdvc in Section 2.1. 

55. Probabilistic safely assessmenl also guides design and operation by identifying 

porential accident sequences rhat could contriburc excessively 10 risk. Measures can 

then be taken to reduce this contribudon. 
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3.2.3. Accident mltlgatlon 

56. Principle: In-p/am and ojX’-ri,e mitigation mcorures on available and WC 

preporedfor rhnr would rubrronriolly reduce rhc efccrs of on nccidcnroi rclcorc 

of rodioacrivc mowiol. 

57. Provisions for accident mitigation extend the defence in depth concept beyond 
;xxident prevention. The accident mitigation provisions are of three kinds, namely, 

accident management, engineered safety features and off-site countermensures. 

58. Accident management includes preplanned and ad hoc operational practices 

which. in circumstances in which the design specifications of the plant are exceeded. 

would make oprimum use of existing plant equipment in normal and unusual ways 

10 resmre control. This phase of accident management would have the objective of 

restoring the plant to B safe state with the reactor shut down, continued fuel cooling 

wured, radioactive material confined and the co”f%acmcnl function protected. I” 

such cjrcumsta”ccs, engineered safety features would act to confme any radioactive 

mn&al’ released from the core so that discharge 10 the envi<onme”t would be 

minimal. These engineered safety features include physical barriers, some of which 

have the single purpose of confining radioactive marcrial. Off-site cou”rermeasures 

are wailable. going beyond the level of protection provided in most human 

c”deavours, to compensate for the remote possibility that safety mensures al the plant 

Imight fail. I” such B case. the effects on the surrounding population or the environ- 

!“e”t would be mitigated by protective actions, such as sheltering or evacuation of 

[he population, and by prevention of the transfer of radioacdve material to ma” by 

food-chains and other pathways. 

3.3. GENERAL TECHNICAL PRINCIPLES 

59. There are several underlying technical principles which are essential to the 

successful application of safety technology for nuclear power plants. 

3.3.1. proven englnnrlng prnctlces 

60. Principle: Nuclear power rechnology is bored on m&Gnecring pmcricsr which 
an‘prown by raring and experience; and which arc rcjlrcred in approved 

codes and stondardr and orhcr appropriarcly documenrcd awmuw. 

61. Systems and components are conservatively designed, constructed and lcsled 
10 qllality standards commensurate with the safety objectives. Approved codes and 

standards are used whose adequacy and applicability have been nsscsscd and which 
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have bee” supplemented or modified if necessnry. If opportunities for ndva”ceme”t 

or improvement over existing practices are available and seem appropriate, such 

changes are applied cnotiously. 

62. Nun,erous codes and standa& have been adopted for nuclear “se. after fOr”U- 

ladon by the professional engineering communiry and approval by the appropriate 

agencies. Some existing codes and standards have bee” modified from a” Original 

form to take into account unique features of their use for nuclear plants and the 

elevated importance assigned to the safety of nu~hr plants. Approved codes have 

the simu)ta”eous objectives of reliability and safety. They are bused on principles 

prove” by research, past application. testing and dependable analysis’. 

63. Well established manufacturing and construction methods are used. 

Dependence on experienced and approved suppliers contributes to confidence i” the 

performance of important components. Deviations from previously successful 

ms”ufxturi”g and construction practices are approved only after demonstration that 

Ihe elter”atives meet the requirements. Manufacturing and constNctio” quality is 

ensured through the use of appropriate standards and by the proper selection, training 

and qualification of workcrs. The use of prove” engineering continues throughout 

the pla”t*s life. When repairs and modifications arc made. analysis is conducted and 

review is made to ensure that the system is returned to B configuration covered i” 

the safety analysis and technical specificaions. Where new and unreviewed safety 

questions are posed, new analysis is conducted. 

64. The design and construction of new types of power plants are based es far es 
possible on experience from earlier operating plants or 0” the results of research 

programmes and the operation of prototypes of en adequate sire. 

3.32. Quslily ass”r~nce 

65. Principle: Qwliry a.ssuroncc is applied throughoul ocrivirirr (I, (1 nuclear 

power plant (IS port of a comprehensive syrtcm 10 ensure with high confidence 

rho, all ircmr drlivered and rcrvicrs and tasks pcrjormcd mc~l specified 

rcquirsmmrr. 

66. The comprehensive system referred to in the principle begins with anelysis end 

design in accordance with the preceding principle on proven engineering. and it 

condnues into the use of quality assurance methods. Other fundamental technical 

safety principles arc also important in this respect, particularly those on safety 

assessment and veritication and on operaring experience and safety research. 
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2.8 B”liC mhrory 

Prerequisite Concepts 
Energy Forms 
Basic Chemishy 
Basic SI Unilr Appendix II 

The characterislics ol Ihe radionclive decay and nuclear reaction processes have been 
Ihe driving lorccs behind nearly every unique design lcslurc ofnurlerr energy syskms. 

j 

Thus, familiarily wilh someolihc lundamcntal principloolnuclear physics is csscmial 
I 

10 underrlanding nuclear rcchnolagy. 
Radioactive decoy and nuckar reactions are kiquc in lhal they 

I, provide clear evidence Ihat mass and energy can be inkrconvcned 

2. involve a vnricty olpanicles and radiations. which okn have discrek. or quantized. 
energies 

3. require descriptive lonulntions based on laws or probability 

Such characteristics have promplcd Ihe development of many new experimental und 
analykal methods. 

‘IWE NUCLEUS 

The proton and clec~ron arc oi eiaclly opposile charge. A complrlr alum has 

Ihe same number of protons and cIcc~rons. each given by Ihe oronlic wmbrr 2. The 
cleclroskkc [Coulomb] a~~r~c~ive forces between Ihe oppositely charged psnicles is 

the basin for the electron orbits (in a munncr similw 10 the way solar ryrwn orbits 
result from gravilrilionol forces). 

Although the amm is electrically ncuwal. Ihe number and resulting configuration 
df Ihe orbilol electrons uniquely dewmine the chemical propenics of Ihe atom. and 
hence iIs idcnlily as rrn rlrmntr. It may be recalled thsl the wxnic number is Ihc basis 
for ilignmenl in the periodic table of clemems. 

Slructure 

Very strong. shon-range kvccs’ove~ide the Coulomb repulsive forces lo bind the 
positively charged proranr (along wirh the uncharged ncumwr) inlo lhc compacl nu- 
cleus. The promns and nculrons in a nucleus .are collectively rclcrred LO PS nucleonr. 
Since each nucleon has roughly the same tnass. the nucleus iwelf has a mars thal is 
nearly propnional 10 the uremic moss nrmbw A. defined as rhe to&l number of 

nucleoos. The elcck~,r are very light compared lo the panicles in the nucleus. so rhr 

mss of the atom is nearly Ihut of the nucleus. 
The charscwisfic dimensions of the nucleus and amm are listed in Tublc 2-I. 

The la~tcr value is based on Ihe cf’feclivc radius of the outer electron orbits in arrays 

of atoms or molecular combinntions. 
A useful shonhand notation for nuclear species or narlidr~ is GX. where X is 

the chemical symbol, Z is [he nwmic number. and A is the atomic mass number. (An 
aherna~ive formulstion. rX*. is also found. although cwrcn~ prucke favors retention 
of Ihe upper rigbl-hand loculion for charge-state information.) The subrcripl Z is 

sclunlly redundant once the chemical element has been idenrikd: its use is discrc- 
tionary. 

Different nuclidcs ofu single chemical clemcn~ arc called isompn. Forcxnmple, 
uranium isolopcs ‘z$U. ‘::U. nnd ‘$U were mentioned in Ihe lasl chapter. Each has 
92 promns and electrons with 141. 143. and 146 neulrons. rerpcclivcly. Another 

imponnnl isotope group is the hydrogen family-;H. fH. and :H. The law IWO arc 
the only isolopcs alien given separate names and symbols-deuterium [:D] and lritium 
I!T]. respectively. 

Binding Energy 

One of the mos! startling observslions of nuclear physics is lhar the mass of an atorn 

is less than the sum of the mnsses of rhc individual constiiuemr. When all pans arc 

assembled, the producl akxn has “missing” mass. or il mun dtfen A.. given by 

A = IZ(m, + tn.) + (A - 2) m.l - M.,, (2-I) 

where Ihe masses mP, m.. and m. of the pmlon. cIcc~ron. and newan. rcspcctively. 
arc mulliplicd by the number prcsenl in the tlwxn of mass M,,.,. 

The defect mass is converted into energy PI Ihe time Ihe nucleus is formed.+ 
The conversion is described by rhe expression 



for cncrgy E. mass tn. and proportionality conslum cl, where c is rhe speed of light 
in P vacuum. This simple-appearing cqundon (one of the world’s mosn fwous!) was 
developed by Albat Einstein with the “lhcory of rclalivity.” 

The energy associated with the mass defccl is called the Dirulinling cwr~y, II is 
said 10 put the atorn into a *‘negative energy slate” since posilivc cncrgy from an 

external source would have lo bc supplied Io disassemble the constiluems. (This is 
comparable IO the eanh-moon system. which could be separated only through an 
addition of outside energy.) The binding energy IBE] for 8 given nucleus may be 

expressed as 

BE = IMa,.., - Z(m, + m.) - (A - 2) m.]c - -AC’ (2-3) ’ 

As the number 01 panicles in 8 nucleus increases. the l3E also increases. The 
ralr or increase. however. is not uniform. In Fig. 2.1. the BE in MeV* per nucleon 
is plotted as I function of atomic mass number. The nuclides in the center of the range 
are more tightly bound on the avcragc than those at either very low or very high 
“XlSSttS. 

The cxislcncc of the fission process is one ramification of the behavior shown 
in Fig. 2-l. Compared 10 nuclei of half ils mws. the l’rU nucleus is bound relatively 

lightly. Energy musk be released 10 split the loosely bound “‘U into two tightly bound 

fragments. A teasonably goad estimate for the energy released in fission can b-z obtained 

by using dota from the curve in Fig. 2-l. 
,. Energy production in our sun and other slars is based on the fusion process. 

which combines fwo very light nuclei inlo a single heavier nucleus. As shown by Fig. 
2-l. IWO deulcrium nuclei [:H or:Dl. for example. could release a substantisl amounl 

of energy if combined 10 form the much more tightly bound helium [:Hc]. ‘A number 
of fusion reactions are considered as potential wrcslrial nuclear energy sources in 

Chap. 21. 

Mass and Energy Scales 

The masses and energies associated with nuclear panicles and their inbracfions are 

extremely small compared lo the convcnIionaI macroscopic scales. Thus, special units 

arc found lo be vcly useful. 
The aromic man unir [amu] is delined as l/l2 of the mass of the carbon-12 

[‘tC] 8tom.t The masses in Table 2-l are based on this scale. 
When an electron moves through an electrical potenliul difference of I volt [VI, 

it acquires a kinetic energy of I clrcrron volr [cV]. This unit (equal to 1.602 X IQ“ 
J. GS noted in App. II). along wilh ils multiples kcv for a thousand and McV fbr a 
million, is very convenient for nuclear systcms.$ 

Mass and kinetic energy. as noled previously. may bc considered cquivnlcnl 
through the expression E - mc I, Thus, lor example. it is not uncommon 10 cxprcss 
muss diliercoccs in MeV or binding rncrgics in amu based on IQC conversion I imu 
= 931.5 McV. (Other useful fwors arc contained in App. II.) 

RAblOACTIYEDECAY 
The inleracfions among the pnniclcs in a nucleus are extremely complex. Some com- 
binations of proton nod ncuwn numbers resuh in very tightly bound nuclei, while 

others yield more loosely bbund nuclei (or do not form (hem PI all). 
Whenever B nucleus can atlnin a more stable (i.e.. more rightly bound) conlig 

uration by emitting radiation. B sponrancous disintegration proccsr known BI radio. 

ncrivr decoy may occur. (In practice this “radiation” may be UCIUQI elcc~romagnetic 
radiation or may be n panicle.) Exsmples of such processes arc delayed briefly 10 

allow for an examination of important basic principles in the following paragraphs. 

Conservnllon Principles 

Detailed studies of radioactive decay and nuclear Tea&n proccsoer have led 10 the 
iormulalion of very useful conrervotion principlrr. For example, clcctric charge is 

conserved in a decay; the lorol amoonl is the same before and after the reaction wcn 



lhough it may be distributed diffcrcndy among entirely different nuclides and/or par- 
liclcs. The four principles of most inlcresl hcrc are conservation of 

I. charge 
1. mass number or number of nuclcons 
3. to[d energy 
4. linear and angular momcnlum 

Conscrva~ion of elccfric charge implies Ihal charges arc ncitber created nor 
destroyed. Single positive and negative charges may. ofcourse. newalize each other. 
Convcrscly. il is also possible for a ncw~l panicle m produce one cbnrge of each 
sign. 

Conscrwion of mnss number does not allow a net change in Ihe number of 
nuclcons. However. Ihe conversion of a proton 10 a nculron is allowed. Elcc~ons 

follow a rcparabc particle conservntion law (which is b-cyond [he scope of this dis- 
cussion). By convcnrion. a mass number of zero is nssigned 10 elcc~rons. 

The lonl of the kinetic energy and the energy equivalent of Ihc mass in P system 

musl be conserved in all decays and reamions. This principle dewminer which WI- 
comes are ond are not possible. 

Conservntion of linear momcnlum is responsible for the distribution of the wail- 
able kinc!ic cncrgy among product nuclei. panicles, and/or mdialions. Angular mo- 
nxnwn considcra!ions for panicles thac make up the nucleus play a major role in 

dctrrmining lbc likelihood ofoccurrence ofrbe oufcomcs Ihal are energetically porriblc. 
l’l’hir lallcr considcralion is subslrorially beyond Ihe scope of this book,) 

Natural Radionclivity 

A wide range of radioactive nuclidcs. or mdionuclidrr, exisl in nawe (and did so 
before Ihe advent of the nuclear age). Anificial radionuclides produced by nuclex 
rcwtions arc considered scparawly. 

The nawilly occurring radioactive decay processes may produce any of rhree 

radiations. Dating back 10 Ihe lime of their discovery and idtnlificaiion. the srbimwy 
namei alpha. beta. and gamma are still employed. 

Alpha Radiation 
Alpha radiation is a helium nucleus. which may be rcprcscnlcd as either jtlc or :a. 
An imponsnl alpha-decay prwcss with ‘$J is writlen in the form 

where zgTh (thorium-23 I I is the decay or clouphrcr producl of Ihe *$J porc~~ nucleus. 
II may lx noted thrc Ihe reaction equation dcmonslralcs conservation of mnss number 
A and charge (or cquiv~lcnlly. atomic numbcr2) on both sides of Ihe equation. Thus, 
WCC any woof rhc three constiluenls arc known. Ihc third rosy be da~rmincd readily. 

Most alpha-emitting species have been observed to gcnerulc several discrctc 
kinetic energies. Thus, 10 conserve 10181 energy. Ihc produel nuclei musk have car. 

rcspndingly differem masses. The discrete orgrrrnmm differcoccr in energy arc rclnlcd 
to a complex enrrxy Irvtl s~rucwrc within [he nucleus. (Explmlrian of such phcnomcna 

is dclcgalcd IO the field of qaanrum mechanics, which again is outside Ihe scope of 
[his book.) 

Bela Radiation 
Bela radiation is an elecwn of nuclear. rather than orbital. origin. Since. as noad 
earlier, Ihe electron has a ncgnfive charge equal in magniwde 10 $ar of the proloo 

and has a mass number of zero. it is represented 8s -ye or -p/3. A beta-decay reaclion. 
which is impollanl 10 produclion of plutonium (e.g., in a breeder rwcror). is 

where ‘i!Np [neptunium-2391 is the poren~ of the ‘$Pu, sod 8ti is an uncharged, 
massIcss “panicle” called co onrinrsrrino.t As required by consc~v~don principles. 
Ihc algebraic sums of both charge and mass number on each side of the equaliOn arc 

equal. 
The nuclcnr basis for beta decay is 

where the uncharged newon cmils an elcclron and an anlineufrino while 1eaving.a 

promo (and B net additions1 positive charge) in the nucleus. The slight mass difference 
bawccn the neutron sod promo may be noted from Table 2-l 10 bc sufficient Lo allow 
for eleclmn emission BE well ns a small amounl of kinaic cncrgy. 

The nature of Ihe nntineuwino dclics the humon senses. Because it has neither 
charge nor mass, Ihc aaincutrino dots not inWracl rignificandy with other malcriols 
and is no! readily de&ccted. Howcvcr. il does carry a ponion of [he kinetic energy Ihat 
wouldahcmise belong 10 rhc bela panicle. In any given decay, rhc antincutrino may 
fake anywhere from 0 w 100 pwccnl of Ihe energy. with an rvcragc of about Iwo- 

thirds for many cases. 
Analogously 10 alpha decay. the bcra process in a given rndionuclidc may produce 

~e~~ml discrete Wansilion eoorgics based on the energy levels in lhe nucleus. Here. 
however. B range of bcln energies from Ihc trnnsilion energy down 10 zero arc aclually 

observed. due 10 [he shoring wilh anlineutrinos. 

Gamma Radialion 
Gamma radiation is D high-energy eleclmmagnelic rudialion Ihal originalrs in the 

nucleus. II is emitted in the form of phomns, discrete bundler of cncrgy Ihnc have 
both wwe and panicle propcnics. 

Gamma radialion is emitted by ercired or nwusmblr nuclei. i.e., lhosc with a 

slight mass cxccss (which may. for example. rcsul~ from a previous alpha or bcls 
transition of less than maximum energy). In one gamma-decay rcaclion 

mp;~o + $$‘co + 8y 
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en excited nucleus is lransformcd inlo one Ihal is more “stable” (although. in this 

case, still radioactive). Such processes increase the binding energy but do no! affect 
either the charge or the mass number of the nuclcu~. 

The gamma-ray energies represcnl lransitions between the discrete energy levelq 
in a nucleus. As P pro&al matlcr. nuclidcs can oflen be readily identified or diffcr- 
rmialcd from each other on lhe basis of their dislinclivc gamma energies. 

Decay Probabilily 

The precise lime cl which any single ~~oclcus will decay cannot be de~ermincd. Plow- 

ever. NIX average behavior of a very large sample can be predicted sccurately by using 
s!uisticaI methods. 

An average time dependence for a given nuclide is quandficd in lerms of a drcoy 

L‘O~IINN A-the probability per unit time that a decay will occur. The acriviry of a 
sample is the average number of disintegrrdions per unit lime. For a large sample. the 

activity is the product of the decay constant and the number of atoms present, or 

Activity = An(t) (Z-4) 

where )I(!) is the conccnlralion, which changes BE B function of the lime 1. Because 
A is a constant. the aclivify and the conccmralion arc slwayr proportiona end may be 
used imcrchungcably 10 describe uny given rsdionuclide papulution. 

II has been typical to quote activities in units of the Curie (Gil. defined es 3.7 
x IO’c disinregralions per second, which is roughly the decay rate of I g of radium 

(Ihc malcrial studied by Marie Curie in her pioneering studies of radioactivity). The 
currendy favored SI oni1 is the Becr~acrrl. which is I disintegration per second, 

The rctc PI which B given radionuclide sample decays is. of course equal to the 
we 0r drcrea~c or its ~~n~cnu~ti~n. or 

Activity = rate of decrease 

Malhcma!ically, this is equivalent 10 

d!!(r) 
An(,) = - - 

dr 

By rearranging terns. 

r/r, (I) 
or - = -A dl 

0) 

(Z-So13 

(2.5b) 

where Eq. 2.5~ shows that the decay cons!anl ,4 is the fractional change in nuclide 

concenlradon per unit lime. 

‘,: The solution IO Eq. 2.Sb is 

n(1) = N(O) e-A’ (2-6) 

where n(O) is the radionuclide ~onccntrsdon et Lime I = 0. As a consequence of the 
exponcn~inl decay. IWO useful times can be idcntitied: 

I. The mcun liferime r-the average [sladsrical mean! time a nucleus exists before 
undergoing radioactive decay. Because it may be shown that 

this lifelime is ulso Ihe ilmount of lime required for the scmplc 10 decrease by B 
factor of c (see Eq. 2.6). 

2. The half-/i/e T,,,-the average amount of time required for sample size or activity 
10 decrease I0 one-half of its inilial amount. 

The half-life. meen lifetime. end decay co”sum! ure found ,o be related by 

In2 
T,,, = Jn 2r = -y 

0; equivelently 

0.693 
T,,> = 0.693~ =(- 

A 

The basic feelures of decay of a rsdionuclide sample ure shown by the gruph in 
Fig. 2.2. Assuming an initial concentru~ion n(O). the populalion may be noted to 
decrease by one-half of this value in p. lime of one half-life. Additional decrcues occur 
such that ~vh~~rvcrone helf.lifcelnpscs. theconcenmstion drops ~oon~-hclfof~~l,~~rc~~~ 
its value was cl the beginning of lhat lime inlcrval. 

An example ofan important application ofredioactive decay is in the mrnagcn~cnt 
of mdioaclivc wcstes (n subject considered in detail in Chap. 19). The fission products 

“Kr [krypron-851 end “Kr, which have half-lives of roughly I I years end 16 min. 
respectively. ure gcner~lly bolh present in LWR cooling waler. In IO hell-liver. each 
would be reduced in populalion and activity to ahour 0.1 percent (achully 111024). 
Thus. “‘Kr would essenlially dissppcar of its own accord in a little over one-hslr day. 

The “Kr. on the other hand, would be of concern for on the order of c hundred ycc,S. 
(The letter. for example. was il problem following the rccidcm at Ihe Three Mile 
Island reactor, discussed in Chap. IS.) 

, ,  , , , , , , , ,  , ,  ,~ ,1 , ,  ,~ . ,  , . , .  
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(8.1) Jhv + *La - ('W + XW)I = I('3 + 39 - ("3 + WI 



A dilfcrcnl type of energy tbrcshold exists in reuctions between chprgcd panicles 

ol like sign (e.g.. an alpha panicle and a nucleus) due IO Ihc repulsive Coulomb forces. 

In this case, however, the reaction may still be exoergic as long as Q > 0 or, 
equivalently. as long as the product kinetic energy exceeds lhc energy required to 
override the clcclros[atic forces. The fusion reactions considered in Chnp. 21 are itn 
important example of threshold reactions of this Iutter lypc. 

Reaction Types 

A very wide range of nuclear reactions hex been observed experimentally. Of these, 
Ihe rexlions of molt interest 10 the study of nuclear reucmrs are the ones Ihat involve 

m”lr”“s. 
When a neutron strikes ‘$U. for example. a compound nucleus (?$U)* is formed, 

as sketched in Fig. 2-4. The compound nucleus then divides in one of several possible 

ways. These reactions and several others are discussed in the remninderof this section. 
(II should be noted thul charge Z and mass number A arc conserved in each use.) 

likely urc no!) Ihc EP~~C. the net cflect of the reaction is PI if the projectile neutron 
had merely “bounced off.” or scanered from, the nucleus. 

The scattering is elarric when the kinetic energy of the system is unchnngcd by 
Ihe reaction. Although the equation for elastic scaucring, ‘)‘U(n, n), or 

looks particularly uninteresting, Ihe fact III~I lbc neolron genrrllly changer both iIs 
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kinetic energy and its direction is significanl. The former change. in pnnicular. may 

substantially &er the probability for further reactions. 
If the kinetic energy of Ihe system decreases. the scattering is inrlaaic. The 

e&ion ‘#J(n, n’). or 

*;:u + An - (‘:yJ,* - “gJ + An 

rcprescn~s the fact that kinetic cpergy is not conserved and that. thus, the product 
nucleus is left in an excited smtc. This extra loss of kinetic energy makes inelaslic 
scattering signilicnnl for cenain applications to neutron slowing down. The excited 

‘I$;U nucleus quickly decays to its more stable form by emitting gamma radiadon. 

Radiative Caplure 
The rcacfion 2;;U(n. y) or 

‘@J + An - (‘:;u,* - ‘$J + gy 

is known 8s radiorivc capnre or simply n, y. The coprwc gommo in this case has an 
energy of about 6 MeV (corresponding roughly to the binding energy per nucleon on 
Fig. 2-l for this extra neutron). 

The same reaction occurring in materials other than the fuel is often called 

acrivorion. When sodium coolant in an LMFBR gains a neulron in the reaction 

::Na + bn -+ (II “Na)* -t ::N. + ;y 

the $Na is radiooclivc (i.e.. the sodium has been activalcd). The desire to eliminate 
the possibility of rsdioactivc sodium contacdng waler is responsible for the introduction 

inlo the LMFBR slearn cycle (Fig. I-5) of an intcrmcdinw loop of “clean” sodium. 
On the more positive side, the entire field of ncrivarim onalyrir is based on 

producing arti@ial radionuclides by neutron bombardment of an unknown sample. 
Then. by using gamma-ray information 10 determine the idendly and quantity of each 

species, the composition of Ihr initial material can be de[ermined, often to P high 
degree of accuracy. 

The compound nucleus may also dccicitc by emilling more than one neutron. llu 
reaction ‘$J(n, 2n) or 

‘@J + An - (‘$J)’ - *;:u + 26n 

evolves a pair of neutrons. Reacdonr that produce three or more neutrons arc also 
possible. 

The multiple neutron reactions are generally endocrgic. For example. above a 
neutron threshold energy of about 6 McV. the reaction 

*;&I + An - p,“,u,* - ‘gu + 26n 
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is possible. The relatively 
opuslions in “‘U-thorium 

shon half-life of l”lU can have B significant impact on 
fuel cycles (described in Chap. 6). 

Fission 
The typical fission reaction ‘$J(n. I) or 

?$J + :n - (‘$J)’ -+ F, + F, + :,‘s + An’s 

yields Iwo fission-fragment nuclei plus scvcral gamma* and neutrons. As considered 

in Ihe nexl section. lission produces many different fragment pairs. 

Although nor common for “‘U. there are many neutron-iniliuted reactions that produce 

light charged panicles. An imponanl example is the ‘PB(n. a) rcacrion 

‘$3 + :n - (‘$,* - :Li + :a 

where boron-10 is convened to lithium-7 plus nn alpha panicle. On the basis of this 
reaction, boron is often used as a “poison” for removing neutrons when it is desired 
10 shut down the fission chain rcuclion. 

Other neutron-induced reactions yield protons or dcuterons. Muhiple chargcd- 
panicle emissions. possibly accompanied by ncuwon(s) and/or gamma(s). have also 

hcrn observed. 

N~rrrron Production 
Two other types of reaclions are of interest because their product is a neutron. The 
reaction ~Bc(a. n) or 

:Be + ;a -+ (‘:C)* -+ ‘:C + An 

can occur when an alpha emitter is intimately mixed with beryllium. Plutonium- 

beryllium [Pu-Be] and radium-beryllium [Ra-Be] sources both employ this reaction 
10 produce neutrons. Either may be used 10 initiate n fission chain resction for sunup 
01 il nuclear reacIor. 

Highawgy gamma rays may inwua with certain nuclei to product phoronru. 
wow. One such reaction wilh deuterium. :D(y. n) or 

:D + :y- (:D)* -+ ;I4 + :,I 

occurs in any system employing heavy waler. A similar reaction occurs wilh ZBe in 
rcscnrch rc~clors that have beryllium components. Both reactions have energy thrcs. 
holds based on overcoming the “binding energy of the lnst newon* (ix., Ihe binding 
energy difference between the isolopcr wilh A - Z newons nod A - Z - I neutrons, 
respectively). 

NUCLEAR FISSION 

The.fission reaction is Ihe basis for currenl commercial application of nuclear energy. 
Several of the importanl fcnlures of the process are discussed in this section. 

Nnture of Fission 

According to a very simple quslilalive model, a nucleus mny be considered as a liquid 

drop that reacls 10 the forces upon ahd within it. The nucleus. then. assumes a spherical 
shape when the forces we in equilibrium. When energy is added, the nucleus is caused 
10 oscillate from its initially spherical shape. If the shape becomes sufficiently clon- 
gated. it may neck down in the middle and then split into IWO or more fragments. A 
large amount of energy is released in the form of radiations and iragmen kinetic energy 
(e.g.. see Fig. l-l). 

Almost any nucleus can be fissioned if a sufficient zunoum of excitation cncrgy 
is wailable. In the elements with Z < 90. however. Ihc rcauircments tend to bc 
prohibitively large. Fission is mosl readily achieved in the heavy nuclei where the 

threshold energies are 4-6 MeV or lower for a number of importan nuclidcs. 
Certain heavy nuclides exhibit the propeny of sponrontour jirrion wherein an 

exfernsl energy addition is not required. In californium-252 [z$~Cf]. lor example. this 
process occurs as a form ofradioxlive decay with B half-life of about 2.6 years. Even 
2’JU and l’pU lission spontaneously. but with half-lives of roughly IO” years and IO” 
years. respectively; these values nre uI least 10’ times greater than the adecay half. 
lives. 

Charged particles. gamma rays. and neulrons are all capable of inducing fission. 
The first two we of essentially no significance in the present context. As indicated in 
the orevious chnoter. neutron-induced lission chain reactions nre the basis for com- 
m&al nuclear pow&. 

Neutron-Induced Fission 

When a newon enters a nucleus. its mere presence is equivalent to an addition of 
energy because of the binding energy considerations discussed earlier. The binding 

energy change muy or msy not be sulficirnt by ilsell IO cnuse fission. 
Ajirsilc nuclidc is one for which fission is possible with neutrons of on,v energy. 

Especially signilicnnl is the ub,ility ofthese nuclidcs 10 be lissioned by thcrmul neutrons. 
which bring essenlislly no kinetic energy 10 the reaction. The important lissile nuclides 
are the uranium isotopes ‘$U nod ‘d:U and the plutonium isotopes l:Pu and ‘t:Pu. 
It has been noted (hit l?J is Ihe only nn~urztlly occurring member of the group. 

A nuclidc isJisrionoble if if can be fissioned by neutrons. All tissilc nuclidcs, 
of course. must fall in this category. However. nuclides Ihat can be lisrioncd only by 
high-energy. “above-threshold” nculrons arc ulso included. This bmcr category in- 
cludes ‘i:Th. ‘$J. and ‘?,:‘Pu. all of which require nwmw energies in excess ol 
I McV. 

The firrile nuclides Iha do no! exist in nalure can only be produced by nuclear 
reactions. The large, nuclei for such reactions are said IO be frnilr. Figure 2.5 traces 
Ihe mech;misms by which the three lnajor fenile nuclides. ?$Th. ‘ELI. tmd $Pu, 
produce ‘$;U, ‘;;;l’u. and ?“P ,,, u. respcclivcly. The lirrl IWO are ench based on rxliative 
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capwrc followed by two successive beta decays. The last process is much simpler in 

being complete following the capture reaction. 
It may be noted that the fertile nuclides are also fissionable (by fast neuwons). 

‘[he nwtrons b&w Ihc threshold energy cannot cause fission. but kiln produce more 
I’irsile melcrial. However, from Ihe standpoint of neutron economy. it must be rec. 

ognized that Ihe latter process requires the equivalent of two neutrons for each fission. 
As introduced in the previous chapter. a rewor will be classified as a convener 

or ti breeder based on its production of new firrile from lenile nuclides. These concepts 
:are considered in more detail in Chap. 6. 

When a nucleus lissions. the major products are fission fragmcnls. gamma rays. 

and newtons. The fission fragments then undergo rsdioactivc decry to yield substantial 
numbers of bcra panicles and gamma rays, plus n small quandcy Of neutrons. 

A fissioning nucleus usually splits into IWO fragments. Because of some complex 
el’lects relncd lo nuclear stability. the split does not usually produce equal masses. 
The asymmccric distribution. orchsractcrirlic “double-humped” distribution. forther- 
anal-newon fission of “‘U is shown in Fig. 2-b. It may be noted that cqusl.mess 
fragments (A - 117) are produced by only about 0.01 percent of the fissions. Fragment 
nuclides in the ranges of roughly 90-100 and 135-145 occur in as many as 7 percent 

of the fissions. 
In about I we out of 400. 3 lragmems are produced by P rerttnryJkrio!t. One 

such rragmcnt may be Mum (:T\. Ihe bera-active isotope oi hydrogen. As discussed 

in Chap. 19. Ihe presence of lrilium can be B signilicant problem in waste msnugemen~ 

,,,, .,, ,. -.- .,, ,, 

The fission lragmcnts tend IO be neuwan-rich with respect 10 stable nuclidcs of 
the same mass number. The related energy imbalance is generally rectified by suc- 
cessive beta emissions, each of which coweris a neutron 10 a proton. Two bclr-dccuy 
“chains” (from differenf fissions) are shown in Fig. 2-7. The gamma rays are emitted 
whenever n beta decay leaves rhe nucleus in an excited slate. The anlineulrinos that 
accompany the beta decays are not shown because they have no direct effect on nuclex 

energy systems. 
The chain in Fig. 2-7. which contains strontium-90 [$$I. is especially trou- 

blesome both in reae~or accidents (Chaps. 13-W and waste m4nagemenl (Chap. 19) 
because strontium is relnrivcly volalilc and this isotope has n long 29-ycnr half.lile 
coupled 10 the high fission yield shown in Fig. 2-6. Similar considemlions apply 10 

cesium-137 [‘i:Cs[. which hat a 30-year half-life. 
Another problem associnted with the lisrion lragments is the presence within 

the decay chains of nuclidcs, which capture neutrons that would otherwise be available 
to sustain the chain reacdoo or to convert fertile material. Two especially imponant 
neutron “poisons” are xenon-135 [‘::Xe] and samarium-l49 [‘$Smj. Each poses a 

slightly different problem for reactor opemrion (as discussed in Chap. 6). 

Neutron Producfion 
Thermal-neutron fission of “‘U produces (an everage of) 2.5 neutrons per reaction. 
The majority of these are ,wonr,,r ~wt~rro~~s emilled at Ihe lime of fission. A small 
fraction are delayed n~u!ron~. which appear from seconds IO minules later. 

The number of newons from fission depends on both the identity of the fir- 
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lur decay power P(I) 81 r seconds after reaclor shutdown and where lo is the time (in 
wconds) that the reacmr had operated at a steady thermal power level of PO. The heat 
+mcralion rate falls off only ns the one-fifth power of lime. resuldng in a sizeable 
lhcat load at relatively long times after shutdown. This decay-heat source has imponant 
in~pac~s on spent fuel handling. rcprwcssing, waste management, and renctor safely 

,211 of which arc considered in later chapters). 

With 2W McV available from each fission, heat is produced such lhat 

3.1 X IO” fission/s = I W 

A gram of any fissilc nuclidc contains about 2.5 X IO” nuclei. Thus. [he energy 

production per unit mass may be expressed roughly as 

Fission energy production - I MW.&g 

In real syswns where radiative capture reaclions convert so& nuclei before they can 
fission. somewhat larger amounrs of lissilc material arc expended for a given energy 
production. 

REACTION RATES 

The powcr oulpur of a nuclcor reactor is dirwly proponional ,o the rate 8, which 
fissions occur. However, the rates for all rcwlions that produce or remove ncutrcms 

dclcrminc rhc overall efficiency with which fissilc and fcnilc materials are employed. 
The ability to calculate such reaction raw is extremely imponant to the design and 
operation of nuclear systems. 

When a single compound nucleus has more than one mode for dccxcitation. it 
is not possible (with current knowledge) to predict with absolubz ccnainty which 
reaction will occur. (This characteristic is analogous Lo the uncenainty in lime of 
emission for radioactive decoy.) The relative probability for each outcome. howcvcr. 

can bc deterinincd. 
Dccause of the cxtrcme complexity of rhc inlcraclions that occur within nuclei. 

dxoretical considerations alone arc seldom adequate for predicting nuclear rcaclion 
raxs. Instead, experimental measurements provide the bulk of available information. 

Rcwion rates are generaly quantilied in terms of two paramcrers--a mucr@ 
scopic cross rccrion related to the characteristics of the material in bulk and a J71u 
characterizing the neutron population. The form is based, at least in part. on Ihe 

historical devclopmcnt of the fields of nuclear physics and reactor theory. 

Nuclear Cross Sections 

The concept of a nuclear cross section D was first introduced with the idea that Ihe 
effective size of a nucleus should be proportional 10 the probubility that an incident 
panicle would react with it. The following steps are represcnlalivc of the canccplual 

devclopmem: 

I, Each spherical nucleus is pictured as rcprcscnting a cross-secliomd, or target. area 
to B parallel beam of neuwons lravcliog through Ihe reference medium. 

2. A “smal1” cylinder of area dA and thickness dr is constructed of a single-nuclide 

material with an omm dclcnriry of n per cm’ (as shown in Fig. 2-9). 
3.’ A “point” neutron wwcling perpendiculsr 80 fhc face of Ihc cylinder sees each 

nucleus in the sample (i.e., the sample is “thin” enough Ihat the nuclei do not 

“shadow” each other). 
4. A neutron entering the disk at a random localion on surface dA has a probability 

for a “hit,” which is equzl LO the total area prescnled by Ihe targets divided by 

the urea of the disk. 
5. If each nucleus is assumed 10 have a cross-sectional area 0, the total area of Ihe 

targets is the number of nuclei in the disk (i.e.. atom density times volume. n JV 
= n r/A I/X) multiplied by the arca per nucIcus. 
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6. Thus. the probability Ihat a neutron will inlcracl in lravcling a distance & lhrough 

[he macrisl is 

total target *ren 
lnteracdon probability = disk surface crrc = 

D n dA d.r 
Itz 

Interaction probnbilily - n u t/x (2-l I) 

According to Ihe original definition in Eq. 2-l I, the intcraaion probability is 
the product of the alom density n. the cross-scclionul arec u of Ihe nucIcus. and the 

dirmncc of travel d.r (the law only for “shon” diswxcs where nuclei do not shndow 
each other). Measuremen@ of interaclion probabilities in mntericls of known density 
and thickness were employed to dewmine values for v for various nuclei. 

Law dcvclopmcnt showed. however, that there arc many practical cases where 
Ihe apparent area changes dramatically with neutron energy. These seemingly un- 

physical phenomena were eventually traced to Ihe complex inlercctions of the nuclear 

forces and panicles. Nuclei can have en especially great affinity for those neutrons 
rhat.nc capable of exciling [heir discrcrc energy levels. 

This situuion suggested that the conootalion of cross-sccdonal arc8 be dropped. 
Thus, D is merely a CVJII srrrion defined such that its prodw with the atom density 
!I and distance dx is equal 10 the intcmction probability. (It should be noled lhal 
although Eq. 2-l I is still valid, Ihe emphasis has been shifwd from defining the 
probability IO defining the cross section.) In the present context. Eq. 2.1 I mny be 
rcnrrnngcd to 

~ = interaction probability 

ndr 

which defines the cross section was Ihe intcmclion probability per unit atom density 

pa unit distance of neutron fravcl. 
For reasons lhaf become more apparent later. (r is more formally called [he 

nticrorcopic cron ~ccrion (where the added word signilics application to describing 
Ihe behavior on a nucleus-by-nucleus, or acually submicroscopic basis). Every nuclidc 
can be assigned a cross section for each possible Lypc of reacfion and each inciden! 

n~ulron energy. The farm u!(E) may be employed to emphasize dependence on the 
nuclide j. rcncdon type r, and neutron energy E. 

Many typical cross sections have been found to have values on the order of 
IO-” cm’. The tongue-in-check commcnl that this area is ‘“as big as I barn door” 
led !o dcfming the unit 

I barn [b] = IO-” cm’ 

A long-standing compiledon of cross-scc(ion data is confained in Ihe various editions 
and pans of BNL-325 (HugheslBNL-325, 1955). collectively referred to as the “barn 
book” (having a sketch of 8 born on the coven). BNL-325 end the more rccenl 
computer-based Evaluated Nuclear Data File IENDFI (HonecWENDF. 1966) contain 

subsmnrial cross-section date classified by nuclide. interaction type. and energy. 

_,, ,. ., ., 

Inrerocfion Types 
One possible class&x&n sysrem for neuron cross scc~ions is shown in Fig. 2-10. 
The rorul craw srcrion cr, rcprescms the probability that on! reaction will occur fur 
the given nuclidc and neutron energy. II consists of scuucring (u,,) and absorption co,,) 

components. The scattering, in rum. is split between Ihc elastic (~~1 and inelastic (u;l 
processes described earlier. 

The rrbrorprio,t crust scuion o,, includes contributions from all reactions cxccpl 
scsucring. Each absorption, then, produces one or more new nuclei. Fission is treated 
es an absorplion even< based largely on useage in the various calculalional mcthcds. 
The neutrons produced by fission arc treated separately from the initial absorption. 
(Chapter 4 discusses the role of the cross sections in reactor calculations.) 

The nonfission absorption processes are referred to es copnrre [nonlission-up 

lure) events. Radiative capture [(n. y)]. charged-panicle I@. p). (n. d). (n. a). 
(n, 2a). ,I. multiple-neutron [(II. 2”). (n. 3n), .I. and charged-panicle/neutron 

((n, pn), (n, dn). .] processes are the imponao! constituents. 
The detailed interncrion spectrum--i.e.. the far-right ponion of Fig. Z-IO-is 

generally used only 10 cons~uct a “condensed” librury of cross sections. The library 
is then employed to generate the total. scattering. absorplion. and fission cross sections 
used in most reaclor calcuialions. (The basic models and their use of cross sections 

arc described in Chap. 4.) 
Fir& nuclei cease 10 exist whenever they experience 80 absorption reaction. 

In fission the nucleus is split, while in capture some new species is produced. The 
cu~furr-m-fission ratio (I is defined ns 

a=5 (2.13) 
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II has been found 10 provide a convenient ~CBIUX of the probabilities of the IWO 
processes with rcspcct Lo each other. Uy ilsclf. a small value of o would be favored 
Gncc iI implies more fission (and, thus. more energy production) per unit muss of 
iirsiooable material. 

The prospects for convening and breeding in fcnile muxial depend on the 
number of neulrons produced per fission. Howcvcr. a more imponent measure is Ihc 
number of neumx~s produced per nucleus destroyed v (referred 10 simply us era),+ 

dcfincd by 

where Y is the average number of neutrons per fission and the ratio of cross sections 

is the fraction of absorplions IhaL produce fission. With one fission neutron always 

required to sustain the chain reaction, the remainder may be nvailablc for fertile 
conversion. The possibility for breeding (ix.. producing an amount of new fissile 
tmucrial that is grcaw than that expended) exists whenever 7 exceed5 IWO. 

,Qoth the caplure-wlission ratio and eta vary with nuclide and ncwon energy 
since they are based on cross~scctions with similar dependencies. The forms a,(E) 
:wd q’(E) for nuclidc j and energy E we appropriate for more dclailed rcprcrenra~ion. 

Cross sections, capture-lo-lission ratios. und nculron production fwtors for Ihc 
imponam firrile and fertile nuclidcs arc compared in Table 2-3. All p~rsmctcrs have 
hccn cvaluatcd at an energy of 0,025 eV (a standard reference that corresponds to the 
mos1 probable neutron speed of a population in thermal equilibrium at room wnpcr- 
:wre). 

Some observations based on the data in Table 2-3 (the significance of which 

will be described later) are: 

* ‘“U has the smallest fission cross seclioo and the second lower! vyer has Ihc largest 
7 and. Ihun. the best prospect for breeding. 

l Although the fissilc pluKmium isotopes each produce uboul three neutrons per fission. 

their large capture-to-fission ratios result in fairly low values of ‘1. 
l The fertile nuclidcs “‘Th and “‘U have absorption cross scclioos that are on the 

order of only I percent of those of their respective conversion products “‘U and 

=qPU. 
l Fenilc aOPu has a large cnpture cross section for production of firrile “‘Pu. 

It must be emphasized lhnt the comments above apply strictly LO 0.025 eV ocutroos 
and mny at most wend to thermal netmoor. In fact. as shown Ialcr in Chap. 6. scvcral 
comp&[ely opposite conclusions must be drawn when fission-neutron sncrgics arc 

considered. 
The fissionable nuclidcs may be identified by a shorthand notation (which aclually 

dates back to the Manhattan Project and the need for code names for the wcapans- 

useable materials). For example. 

‘$I - 25 

based on the last digits of the atomic number and the atomic mass number, rcspcctivcly. 
The plutonium isotopes *zPu, ‘$tPu. and ‘;:Pu, which become 49, 40. and 41. 

respec~ivcly, may be noted to have identifiers that are not consecutive. Overall, the 
format can be quite useful. especially BE a compaci supxscript for cross xcLions or 
other paramclcrs (e.g., as nuclidc identification j in u$ or $). 

Energy Dependence 
The change in cross sections with incident neutron energy can be fairly simple or 
extrcmcly complex, depending on the interaction and the nuclidc considcrcd. Only 
some of the more important general features are considered here. 

The lotal cross section for 2’9U plotted BE a funcrion of energy is shown in Fig. 

2-l I. Significant features (on the doubly logarithmic scale) arc Ihe “linear** region 
at low energies sod the region of high, narrow paks at imcrmcdiaa energies. 

The sloped, linear portion of the cross section curve in Fig. 2-l I is chancwintic 
of a process refcrrcd to as I/v-obsorprion (or “one-over-u” absorption) for nculron 

speed u. Among neutrons passing close to n given nucleus. the slower ones spend 



more lime near Ihe nucleus and cxpcrience the nuclear forces for a longer time. The 

absorption probability. then. tends to vary inversely as the neutron speed and. thus. 
give rise to the I/o-behavior. When 8” absorption cross section o, is known for energy 
E,,. values for other energies in the I/v-region may be readily calculated from 

u.(E) = ~0: 

becnuse [be kinedc energy in lerna ol speed is just E = imt?. The “lhcrmal” energy 
E = 0.025 eV (or u = 22W m/s) is generally used as the reference whenever it lies 
within the range. 

Almost all fissionable and other nuclidcs have regions Ihat ore roughly I/u. many 
10 higher cncrgics than shown for l’sU. In the imponant neutron poison l”D. this 

regular behavior aflually continues rather precisely up to cncrgics in the kcV range. 
. The very high, narrow rtxononcr pcnks in the center region of Fig. 2-l I nrc a 

rcsuh of the nucleus’s affinity for neutrons whose energies closely match its discrete. 
quanmn energy IcvcIs. II may bc noted for the lowest-energy resonance that the Lotal 

cross section changes by n factor of nearly loo0 from the peak energy 10 those just 
slighdy lower. All lissionable materials crhibit similar resonance behavior. 

Scaucring, the other contributor to the total cross scclion. tends to take two 
forms. Inpore,lrialsc~rrcring, the cross section is csscntinlly constant (i.e., independent 

ol cnrrgy) al a value somcwhst near the effective cross-sectional area of Ihe nucleus. 
Rtsononcc scarruing, like its absorption coun!crpart. is based on the cncrgy-level 

struuct”rc of the nucleus. 
The distinction baween fissilc and nonfissilc isotopes is readily observed from 

[he plot of the fission cross sections for “‘U and ?J in Fig. 2.12. As neutron energy 

incrc~scs, the l’rU curve is characterized by large (near-I/u) values. resonance be- 

havior, and slightly irregular low values. The nonlissilc ““U shows a tisrion threshold 
near I McV followed by a maximum cross section of one barn. The fission cross 

section in z’rU clearly exceeds that for”‘U at all neutron energies of interest in reilctor 
*y*,Ull*. 

Figure Z-12 also shows that for “‘U thermal-newon fission is more probable 

than fast-neutron (E 3 0. I MeV) fission by over three orders 01 magnitude. This is 

one of the imponanl factors that has favored thermal reactors over fast reactors. 

Inleraclion Rates 
The cross section quantifies the relative probability that a nucleus will experience a 
neumn rcaclion. The overall rate of reaction in a system, however, also depends on 

the characteristics of the material and of the neulron populadon. The following sim- 
plified derivation identifies the important features of inferaclion-rate calculations. 

Considering first B parallel beam of monoenergelic neutrons with a speed u and 

a density of N per unit volume, it is necessary 10 determine the rate at which they 
pass through a sample like Ihat of Fig, 2-9. If. as before, the disk has an area dA and 

a lhickncss dx, then: 

I, When the beam is perpendicular to dA, only neutrons directly in front of and within 
a certain distance I can reach the surface in a given lime df. 

2. The distance I traveled by the neulrons is equal 10 their speed u multiplied by the 

3. As shown by Fig. 2.13. only the neutrons within Ihe cylinder of length I and area 

L4 can enter the samole in time dr (all others will either not reach the target or 
will pass outside of its boundaries). 

4. The number of neutrons in the cylinder is Ihe density N times the volume dV [ = 
I dA, or u dr dA from (2)). 

Number of neutrons passing _ N dV N v  dr dA 
dA per unit time 

--.--=-------=N”& 
r/r dr 

(2.15) 

The rcncfion rate must be equal 10 the product of the rate of entry of neutrons 

and Ihe probability that B neuw~n will inrcracr with n nucleus. Thus, combining Ihe 

results of Eqs. Z-15 and 2-l I, 

Reaction rate - (Nu dA)(nu dx) 



iur nculron density N. ncutron sped v. nuclidc density n. cross section cr, and disk 
arca and thickness dA and d.r, respectively. Rearranging terms and noting that dA rLr 
is just the disk volume dV, 

Rcaclion ra,e = (no)(Nu) dV (Z-16) 

.I’hin rcsull scparalcs the cffccts of nuclide charactcrisCcs. ncu~ron population, and 
sample volume. 

1 = n* (2.17) 

Wirh II the number of ~rorns per unit volume and c the urea pa warn, the macroscopic 

cross section is “per unit diswnce” or generally cm“. It is the probability per unit 
distance of trawl that a neulron will interact in a sample characterized by atom density 
II and microscopic cross scclion rr, 

II is. perhaps, utifonunate that both P and 2 bear Ihe tide “cross seaion” 
lhecau~c they have different units. The microscopic cross section is an “cffectivc area” 
used to characrcritc B single nucleus. The macroscopic cross section is the probability 
1har a nw~ron will interact in lravcling p. unit dislnncc through a (macroscopic) sample 
nf marcrial. Use of the common nicknames *‘micro” and *‘macro*’ without attaching 
lhe words ‘lcross section’* may provide a partial solution 10 rhe problem, 

The ncurron/lru 4 is dclincd by 

4 = Nu (2.18) 

ior neutron density N and speed u. The density N is in lerms of neutrons per unil 

wlumc, and the speed v is distance per unit rime. thus. ncu(ron flux 4 is neutrons 
per unit area per unir rime, or generally ncutrons/cm’~s. Alrhough the carlicrderivalion 

was based on a monodirectional, monoenergetic beam, the definition itself is corn- 

pktely gcncral. 
The reaction raw in Eq. 2.16 may be rewritten as 

Rcrction rare = )3 4 dV (2.19) 

ior macroscopic cross seaion S and newon nun 4 8s d&cd by Pqs. 2-17 and 
?-18. rcspcctivcly, and for sample volume dV. An ahcrnative form is 

R&on rare per unil volume = X4 (2.20) 

where now the volume dV is unspecilied. 
The macroscopic cross section Z is construclcd from microscopic cross secdons. 

;md thus varies with nuclidc. inlcraCtion type. and nculron energy. In the form 
t1’o!(E) - X:!(E). ir represcnu the probability per unit distance of travel that a 
$neurron of energy E will interact by mcchwdsm r with nuclids j. These interaction 
probabilirics for 8 given rawLion and given nucleus arc independent of other renctionr 

and the other nuclei present, so they may be summed to describe any desired com- 
bination. The total macroscopic cross section for any given mixlure is 

where the summations are over all noclidcs j in the mixture and all rencdons r. In 
summing the reactions. care is advised ih assuring Ihal each is independent (e.g.. Z. 

may not be added to 2, or .Z, because 2:. = 2, + Z,. as shown by Fig. 2-10). 
Based on the inherent lir&ations of the earlier development of the coricepc of p. 

microscopic cross seclion. ir most be recognized rhst Eq. 2-l I and others based on il 
are valid only for “small” samples where the nuclei do not shadow or obscure each 
olher from the ncolron beam. “Thick” samples have the elfect of removing neutrons 

and. therefore, changing the neutron flux seen by the more inlcrnal nuclei. If a beam 
of neutrons passes into a material sample. it is raid to experience orrenrrrr~ion or a 

decrease of inrensily. 
If a beam of oarallel monocncr$.etic nculrons crosses the surface of a sample, 

one neutron will be removed each time a reaction occurs. Thus. the r~tc 01 drcrrosc 

of newon flux 4(.x) with distance x will be equal 10 the reaction rate. 

d4W - - - &4(x) 
dx 

where use of the macroscopic to181 cross section implies that all reactions remove 
newrons from the beam. (Note that even scattering does this by changing the energy 
and direction of the neutron.) Rearrangement of terms yields 

x, - - 
d4,(n)l4(r) 

(2.22a) 
dx 

where Eq. 2.22~ shows thet 2, is the fractional loss of flux (or nculrons. since 4 = 

NV) per unit disrancc of lravel. Viewed another way. il rcslates Ihe definition of x., 

as the total interaction probnbilhy per unit distance of travel. 
The solution to !Zq. Z-226 is 

4(x) - 4(O)e“,’ (2.23) 

ior enlcring flux 4(O) rit poshion .r = 0. This exponential decay may be noted to 

parallel the decay of radionuclides in Eq. 2-6. Figure 2-14 depicts the cffccls of 
atwwation (and emphasizes again that Z serves the role of an aucnundon coefficient 
rather than a lrue cross section). 

The ncurron mcoln free parh As or rhc average distance of rravel bcforc rm 
in!cmcrion. may be shown 10 be 



For any given nuclidc j and rcaclion r (or combination thereof). the mean free path 
.A; = I/I! is Ihe average dislrmcc of newon lrsvel between reactions of the type 
i,msidered. 

Because of the exponemial nalurc of the allenualion described by Eq. 2-23. Ihe 
wuwon flux never becomes idenlically zero. no, even cl arbilrarily lnrge dismnces. 

Ifhere is, then. always some probabilily for very deep pcnctra~ion. 

I:our of Ihe more imporlnnt sources of nuclear data are: 

I. Ghan of the Nuclidcs [CEIChan. 1989) 
’ Table of lsolopcs ILcdercr & Shirley. 19181 
;: Neumn Cross Sections [HughcslDNL-325. 1955) 
.I. Evnluakd Nurlrar Data File (ENDF) [tloncck/ENDF. 1966) 

‘The first o( these is a mwr for anyone doing work rclalcd 10 nuclear energy. The 
~ubcrs. which xc of somcwhal more specialized interest. arc described first. 

The Table of lsotopcs is essentially G compilation of cxpcrimcntal dam on half- 
lives. radiations. and olhcr Psrametcrs for almosl all radionuclidcs. It contains detailed 
energy-level diagrams and idenrifics Ihe energy and emission probability for each 
radiation. The data irself plus [he exlensivc referencing make the Table of lsolopes 
vinually indispensable IO anyone doing sctivah-nnalysin or other radionuclidc mea- 
S”,ClllC”tS. 

As mentioned previously, BNL-325 and ENDF contnin cross-seaion dale. BNL- 
S25. the “barn book.” presents data in tabular and graphical form, which is of most 

USC for overview Purposes dealing whh n limilcd range of nuclidcs. reactions. and/or 

energies. 
The computer-based ENDF is the workhorse for nearly all large-scale calcula- 

tions. The ENDFlB se, contains complete, cvalua!ed sets of nuclear dam for aboul80 
nuclides and for all significant reaclions over the full energy range of interest. Revised 

versions arc developed. tested. and issued periodically. 

The Chnn of the Nuclides is very useful for pcrforming preliminary or scoping ccl- 
culsrions related 10 rcac~ors. A ponion containing imponanl fissilc and fcnilc nuclidcs 

is skcrchcd in Fig. Z-IS. Because of the vas! amowu of information. the figure shows 
the basic sWuclure plus delail for only [he ‘I’U, 218U, and ‘IyPu nuclidcs. The basic 

grid has Ihe elcmen~s in horizontnl rows with venical columns representing neutron 
numbers. The block al the left end of each row gives the chemical symbol and, as 
appropriolc, Ihe thermal lo.025 eV] absorption and fission cross,scctions for Ihc 
nowrvlly occurring isotopic composition. 

Basic data for individual nuclides includes (as appropriate): 

. nuclidc ID 
l nahxal isolopic comporidon in r~rorn percent [at %I 
. half-life 
. type of radiaGon(s) emitted and energies in decreasing order (“. .** implies ad- 

ditional lower energy values nor included) 
.e lhcrmal neutron cross sections and re~onancc integrals. both in barns 

l isotopic (atomic) mass 

Because the isolopic compositions ore given in atom percenl [al %I. while fuel cycle 

mass flows are usually in weight perccnr (wr 401. there is occasional confusion (e.g., 

the enrichment of natural uranium is 0.72 PI % or 0.71 I WI % “‘U). The resonance 
integral mentioned above is inrendcd as B meesure of an “effective” cross section that 

fission newrons would see in slowing down through [he resonance-energy region (see 

nlso Chap. 4). 
The ~masscs used in Ihe Chan of the Nuclides arc for Ihe entire atom rather than 

for Ihe nucleus. Thus, they include the mess of the electrons less the conlribulion of 
elcaron binding energy. The clcclron binding energies arc almost always 141 small 
10 be significsnl in comparison with nuclc~r binding energies. Funhcr. because nucIcar 
mass differences (GE opposed ro the masses ~hcmsclvcs) arc of most hxcrcsl, atomic 

masses can be used consisMdy. (II may bc noled that charge conservation guaranrecs 
that electrons arc handled appropriately. In bcla decay, for example. the new elcclron 
an enter an orbit 10 balance the extra Proton in the nucleus.) 

The Chart of the Nuclidcs also conrnins a wealth of useful informalion not shown 
in Fig. 2-15. One interesting leaWe is Ihe use of color codes for both half-life and 
cross-section ranges. A rccenl addition has been fission-product production dala for 
lypicsl power rwx~ors. Fonunnlcly. the inlroduclion and guide 80 use of the Charl of 
the Nuclidcs are well willen and easily understood.,Currently, il is availrblc in both 
wall-than and booklet form. 
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‘The data in Figs. 2.15 and 2-16 plus the equations drvclopcd in this chapter crm be 
used to determine a number of important reactor and fuel cycle characteristics. The 

iollowing are represcnlalive examples: 

I. The reaction and decay equalions and lotal mass change for conversion of feenile 

‘:BlJ to firrile ‘@LX 

q:u + An - (‘glJ)* - ‘$J + :y 

‘:;lJ + ‘;;Np + -70 (Fig. Z-5) 

‘;;Np - ‘;:Pu + -pp 
I 

Noling that charge and mass number are conserved, 

‘$J mass 238.050785 nmu (Fig. 2-1.5) 

An mass 
: + I.008665 am” (Table 2-l) 

239.059450 Pm” 

‘:pu mars -239.052157 amu (Fig. Z-15) 

Total change 10.00729)1 

In terms of kinetic energy, 

0.007293 amu x 931.5 MeV/amu - 16.791 

2. The nuclide density I?’ of 2’nU. The detinition of SI units (see App. II) provides 

Ihat one mole [mol] of any clement contains the same number of nmms as 0.012 

kg I I2 gl of “C. In the same manner that a mole of “C has a msss equivalent to 
iIs mass number (A m IZ.oW, IS used lo define the atomic mass unit ]amu]) in 

grams. a mole of each other clement consists of irr own A-value in grams. A mole 
of substance. in lom. contains Avogadro’s number A, of atoms (-6.02 x 10z’ 
aUmol as noted in App. II). Thus, nuclidc density :I/ may be expressed as 

“, = AO Wmol) 

A (glmol) x p(g’cm’) 
- 2 p (!ll/Crn’) 

lor density p. Uranium-238 with nominal density p’” - 19.1 g/cm’ would lhcn 
have 

nlm P 
6.022 x IO” aUmol 

238.05 g/ma1 
X 19.1 g/cm’ = 4.83 x 1022atkm’ 

(Note lhnt use of the integer vnluc 218 compared IO the wtual atomic mass of 
238.05 (Fig. 2-15) produces the same resulr.) (Nuclide density &dculntionr for 

mixtures arc somewhat more complex because compositions are typically expressed 

as percenlagcs or fractions by molar composition (or. equivalently. atom number). 
weight. or volume. Accordingly, the corresponding A- and pva\ues must be weighted 
averages of those for the constituent species.] 

3. The activity of I g of ““U: 

Activity = A”n”(r) (E;. 2.4) 

T::; = 4.47 X IOey (Fig. Z-15) 

A” = ‘“2 0.693 

Tin = 4.47 x 109 y 
= I.55 x lo-‘~yenn- 

“I* = A! = 6.022 x IO” atlmol 

All 238.05 g/mol 
= 2.53 X IO” atlg 

Activity = I.55 x IO-” y-’ x 2.53 X IO” 

Activity = 3.92 x IO” y-’ x 
IY 

3.15 x lo’* 
xI 

I s-1 

Activity = 1.24 x IO’ s-’ X 
I Ci 

=(I 

3.7 x 10’0 s-1 
- 3.37 x IO-‘Ci 

- [ExGq 

4. Time required for z’sU lo decay by I percent: 

r!(r) = n(O)r-‘“r (Eq. 23) 

n(r) = 0.99n(O) 

Al8 = 1.55 x lo-‘ey-l 

W) - = 0.99 = ,-w,x,o-~~,-9, 
n(O) 

ln(0.99) = -(I.55 x lo-‘ay-‘)l 

r = 6.48 x 10’~ = [wy] 

5. Average neulron density corresponding to a typical LWR thermal flux cl> = 5 x 
IO” cm-‘s-‘. assuming an effective speed u = 2200 mls - 2.2 x IO’ cm/s: 

@ = NV (Eq. 2.18) 

5 x IO”cm-‘s-’ 
N = ‘I’ E ~ = (2.27 x IO’cm-‘] 

” 2.2 x 1O’cm s-1 
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6. Power produced by I g of l”U fission in the LWR thermal flux in (5): 

Fission mte = ,Yj’ @ JV = nl’ u;’ @ dV (Eq. Z-19) 

a>’ dV = n’ = number of awms in Ihe I-g sample 

“’ = 
6.022 x IO” 81 

235.04 g 
= 2.56 x IO” a,& 

I$’ = 585 b x 
toe” cm’ 

lb 
= 585 x 10-“cml 

Fission raw = 1.49 X IO” fissions& 

IW 
Power = 7.49 X IO” fissions/s X ,,, x ,o,o ~ssions,s 

= 2.42 X IO’ W 

Power = 12.421 per I g of “JU 

7. Far Tqual nuclidc densities of 21JU and 21pPu in a given reactor. find (a) fraction 

of’fissions for each and (b) absorption mean free path for each nuclide and for the 
mixuse. Assume each has nn amm density of IO” at/cm’. 
a. Fission fraction 

,=I, = in “‘U 

in ,,‘Pu 

b. Mean free paths 

“1) P IO” al/cm x lo-” cm’ = IO-’ at,b.cmt 
lb 

2:’ - IO“ nl/b.cm (99 b + 585 b) = 0.684 cm-’ 

.x:9 = IO-’ at/b.cm (271 b + 750 b) = I.021 cm-’ 

.X”” - Xf,’ + Xi9 = 1.705 cm“ I 

Ai’ = (-p)-’ v Y (1.46 for “‘U 

‘The “nit .“bmn is CO”“C”iC”, .“d Ok” “%d ,w .tom dC”filiSI rnlplogcd in C.3”llNCli.a” ol 
~wcr”rropie cm,, sctcliO”l. 

EXERCISES 

QU~StiOllS 

2-l. 

2.2. 
z-3. 

2.4. 

2-5. 

Identify the constiwenl pans and describe the basic stmucwc of an atom. 
Define the following terms: isotope. half-life. and mean free path. 

Define lissilc. lissionablc. and fertile. ldenlify the major nuclides in each of 
these three categories. 
Describe the distribution of energy among the product panicles and radiations 
arm&ad with lission. Explain the basis for decay heat. 

Sketch the relationship among the following rc~ctor cross seaions: 
a. told intcraclion 
b. scattering 
c. absorption 
d. fission 

e. caplure 
2-6, Differemiale between microscopic and macroscopic cross sect&& 

Numerical Problems 

Z-7. Consider a thermal-neutron fission reaction in “‘U Ihat produces two ncutm”s. 
a. Write balanced rexlion equations for the Iwo fission events corresponding 

to the fragments in Fig. 2-7. - 

b. Using the binding-energy-per-nucleon curve (Fig. 2-l). estimate the total 
binding energy for z’rU and each of the fragments considered in (a). 

c. Estimate rhc energy released by each of the two fissions and compare the 

results IO the accepted nvcrsgc value. 

2.8. The best candidate for controlled nuclear fusion is the reacrion between deu- 
terium and witium. The reaction is also used lo produce high energy neutrons. 

8. Write the reaction equation for this D-T reaction. 

b. Using nuclear mass values in Table 2-4. calculate the cncrgy release for Ihe 

reaction. 
c. Calcularc the reaction rate required to prcducc a power of I W. based on 

the resuh in (b). 
d. Compare the D-T energy release to that for fission on per-reaction and per- 

reactant-mass bases. 
2.9. Gamma nys inferacting with ZBc or :H produce “phoroncutmn~.” Write 

the reaction equation for each and calculate the threshold gamma energy. (USC 
mass data fmm Table 2-4). 

Z-10. The nuclidc ‘A:Po emits either an alpha particle or a baa panicle with a half- 
life of 3.10 min. 
a.. Write equsrions for each reaction. 
b. Calculale the decay constant A and mean lifclimc T. 
c. Determine the number of atoms in a sample that has an activity of 100 &i. 
d. Calculate the activity after I, 2. and 2.5 half-lives. 

. . .- _...... .- ,. ,, ,, ,,, 



!-I I. Nawral boron has a density of 0.128 X IO>’ at/cm and cross section ST,, = 

764 b and w, = 4 b at an coergy of E - 0.025 e’l. 
‘3. ~Calcularc the microscopic cross sections at 0.025 CV for absorption. scat. 

wing. and tolal interaction. 

b. What frsctionnl at!cnualion will P 0.025.eV neutron bram experience when 
traveling through I mm of the boron? I cm? 

c. Assuming the absorption cross section is “one-over-u” in energy, calc~lnte 
Ihe macroscopic cross sections for boron for neu!rons ofO.OO25.cV and 100. 
cV cncrgics. 

d. What lhickncss of boron is required IO absorb 50 perccnr of n ICGeV neutron 
kam? 

2-12. Estimate the fraction of thermal neutron absorptions in nelurnl urwium Ihot 
causes fission. Esrimatc the fraction of fast-neutron (2.McV) fissions in nawal 

uranium that cccws in 2’8U. (Use data from tables and figures in this chnpter.) 

1-13. Recent measurcmcnls of particle fluxes from supcmova place an upper limit on 
rhc mass of a ncutrino (and nnrincutrino) as I I cV. What fraction is this of the 

j3 panicle or electron mass? 
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FUEL FABRICATION AND 

HANDLING 

Objectives 
After studying this chapter, the reader should be able to: 

1. Trace the msJor steps In LWR fuel fabrication from UF, recclpt lo fuel- 
assembly completion. 

2. Identify the major differences between fabrication for UO, and mixed oxide 
fuel assemblies. 

3. Describe the major differences between LWR and HTCR fuel fabrication. 
4. Explain the difference between self-generated and open-markel recycle strat- 

egies for reactor use of plutonium. 
5. Sketch the basic features of the “full-recycle” mode for B reference HTGR. 
6. Describe the basic features of spent-fuel storage using: pool rerncklng; fuel- 

sssemhly consolidation; dry-storage with vault, metal-cask, and concrete:cask 
syolems; and away-from-reactor facilities. 

7. Describe the basic features of the design and required testing of 8” LWR spent- 
fuel cask. Idenllfy two major purposes of the full-scale sblpping cask crash 
tests conducted in the United Stales and the United Kingdom. 

8. Perfmn calculations of eslimated fuel recycle mass flows, costs, and enrich- 
ment requirements based on data contained in this and the previous chapter. 

Prerequislte Concepts 
Nuclear Fuel Cycle Chapter I 
Fisrile Plutonium IsOlopeS Chapters 2 and 6 



Reactor Fuel Assemblies Chapter 9 

Reacm Systems Chapters IO- 12 

Uranium Processing and Enrichment Chapter 17 

‘The fuel assemblies for six reference rertctors were described briefly in Chap. I and 
in anore derail in Chaps. 9-12. Each represcnls the resulls of a process thut considers 

economy. reliability. safety, and other attributes, including fabrication, one of the 
subjects of this chapter. 

Following fuel loading. reactor operation, and defueling (e.g., as summarized 

in Chaps, IO-12), the spent fuel assemblies are no longer directly useful for energy 
production. Their residual firrile content. however. can be recovered and recycled for 
fumre use. The large inventory of radioactivity in the spent fuel assemblies. however, 
leads 10 stringent requirements for svxage and transponalion. 

FABRlCATION 

‘The pellet-with-cladding-tube fuels used by the water-cooled reactors and LMFBR, 
as well as the microsphere fuels for the HTGR, were designed 10 include ease of 

ftabricslion. In each of the reference rcaclors (and others as well). Ihe fuel assemblies 
are characterized by slandurdizalion. quality conlrol. and acceptable cost. 

Oxide Fuels 

.i’be rrference reactors which use U02 or mixed-oxide [sometimes called MO, or 
MOX] pellets employ similar fuel fabrication Icchniqurs. The mosl substantisl dif- 
lurcncc occurs when plumnium is present and many oprruions mwl be conducted 
with containmen 10 protea personnel from its chemical and radiological toxicity. 

(Because plutonium and,ils daughter products do not emit highly penelraling rsdiations. 
lhcavy shielding and/or remote operalions are generally no! required.) 

The first step of the fabrication process for rnw oxide fuels is production of 

UO, powder. The natural uranium for CANDU fuel assemblies is converted to UO, 
during the milling-purilicalion step of the fuel cycle. 

Slightly enriched uranium for LWR and M’GR systems. as well as depleted 

uranium for fast reactors. generally begins in the form of UF, from gaseous-diffusion 
or gas-centrifuge enrichment plants. Conversion of UF6 10 U02 may be performed at 

a separax facility or at the fabricntion plant. The solid !JF, is sublimed to its gaseous 
form and. in one specilic process. is reacted with superhealed sleun through the 
“integruled dry roule*’ using il rotary kiln for ccnwersion to UO1 powder w shown in 
Fig. 18-l. Altcmnlivcly. the UF, cnn be subjected 10 multiple step “wet chemiswy” 
processing and then dried. 

Succeeding steps in LWR fuel fabrication (generally following Fig. 18-I) include: 

l blend UOI powder butches for uniformily 
. add pore-former nnd binder mnlerials IO comrul the final porosity and other physical 

propenics of the pellets 

. precompact the powder 10 low-density solid form then grsnul;~le it IO powder of 
uniform cunsislency 

l dry. condition, screen. and add lubricant to the powder 

l dry press powder into “green pellet” form (named for their color and also reflecting 
their “uncured” stale) 

l hear at moderate temperature 10 drive off the binder additives 
l heat al high temperature to sinler the pellets to final density 
. grind pellets to final diameter (typically to.01 mm) 
. wash and dry pellets 
l inspect pellets by visual. dimensional. chemical, and radiographic techniques and 

remove those that are unacceptable 

The assembly of fuel pins then proceeds with steps LO: 

. foorm the pellets into stacks. weigh and record their content, and vacuum ourgas 
them at elevated lemperatures 10 remove moisture and organic conmminants 

. load the dry pellet stack plus internal hardware (e.g.. as shown in Figs. l-7 and 9. 
7) inm a clean. dry cladding lube which has one end cap welded in place 

l inspect and decontaminate the loaded tubes 

l weld the second end cap after ewcuntion and addition of inert-gas backfill (at 

atmospheric or higher pressure. 8s desired) 
l leak lest. radiograph. nondestructively assay the fissile loading, and inspect the 

welds 

Following some combination of dimensional inspections. cleaning. etching. and 
autoclaving (to form a corrosion-resistant oxide ftlm by treatment with high-pressure 
steam) Ihr fuel pins and other associated hardware we formed into fuel asscmblirs. 
For the BWR this may include arranging pins of several enrichments with water rods 

in retention or spacer grids [“egg crates”) and surrounding Ihe array with the exterior 
furl channel (Figs. l-6 and 10-4). When a BWR or other rccpc~or uses axiul pcllcl-IO- 
pellet variations in enrichment or inlegril-burnuble-poison (e.g., gudolioia) loading 
within a given fuel pin. quality comrol measures are increased to prevent misleading 
(and the potential for later in-reactor damage). PWR pins are loaded into fuel assemblies 
(Figs. l-7 and IO-)I) wilh retention grids, control-rod guide lubes. inslrumcnt tubes. 

and. if appropriav. burnable poison rods. 
Small interelement spacer pads are welded 10 each of the shon CANDU furl 

elements [rods]. The rods are then welded to end support plates in a lightly packed 

circular configuration (Fig. l-9). The double-section fuel bundles for the FI’GR (Fig, 
l-8) are assembled around the central coolant lube in stainless sleel spacer grids, 

Mixed-oxide fuel fabrication follows similar steps with a separate input s~rcil,~~ 
for PuO,. Differences include steps that: 

. calcine [“bake”] pluronium nitrate solution from the reprocessing plant to form 

PuO, powder 
l blend PuO, and depleted U02 batches lo a homogeneous mixture and mill it IU 

uniform consistency 

These and subsequent slcps take place in a contained environment (e.g.. glove bones 
described below) until the pellet stacks are loaded inlo cladding tubes, the last end 
cap is welded into place. and the tubes we verified IU be leak light and free ofplutonium 
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shown by Fig. 18-Z. The resulting micmsphcrcs are then dried and sintered 10 produce 
high-density UC, or UOC kernels. The various carbon nod silicon carbide coatings 

arc applied by coolrolled fluidized-bed 8reaunenl with hydrocarbon and silane gases. 
rrsprcrively. 

The frnile BISO panicles are produced by preparing a Ihorium hydrosol (sol] 
broth from ThO, powder and dilute nitric acid. Sol dropleIs from e vibraling nozzle 
arc convened 10 gelatin [gel] spheres by ewwing Ihe waw comem in B column 
conlaining ammonia gas. After a screening process selects spheres of the proper size, 
drying and rinlering in a high-remperature furnace produces Ihe final ThO, kernels. 
The IWO graphite coaings are applied by D lluidizcd-bed process. 

Finished BISO and TRISO panicles are metered at [he desired rnlio end blended 

with graphite. The mixture is then formed into a packed bed for injection molding 
with a carbonaceous binder. es shown in Fig. 18-2. The rods ore loaded into machined 

hexagonal graphite blocks 01 Ihe rype depicted by Figs. I-IO and I l-8. The fuel 
assembly is heated in a high-lemperature furnace 10 remove volalile componenrs of 
lbe fuel rod binder and 10 conven [he binder residue 10 a carbon char matrix. The 

cured fuel elemenl is complere after il has been fitted with graphice positioning dowels. 

General Considerations 

The high economic value 01 fuel assemblies and dxir consliwenl pans dicwes very 
careful handling during all processing sreps. Finished assemblies are cleaned and 

pzckagcd with prolecrivc covers for temporary on-rile storage. They are shipped in 
rugged, shock-mounted casks. The casks, individually or in small groups, are Amos- 

ported by [rock or rail 10 their reaclor-site deslinelions. 
Unirradiared uranium fuel cozwiwes minimal radiological and chemicsl hnzardr. 

Plutonium, however, must be isolated from contaa with opcraing personnel. 

Plulonium is usually handled in glove barer-enclosed. sealed work spaces that 
may range from less than B cubic meter 10 rhe sire of a room. These boxes lypically 
have: (I) flexible gloves that are a ponion of Ihe physical containment boundary end 

with which work can bc performed; (2) air-lock devices nod detailed procedures for 
insenion and remove1 of fuel and other mnwials; and (3) controlled armosphere (e.g., 

with negative-pressure. filtered discharge, and cominuous monitoring). Plutonium.’ 
mixed-oxide. end other designated fuel materials are handled in glove boxer. or equiv- 
alent conlainmenrs. umil they are scaled in cladding lubes, BE noted previously. Au- 
loowed processing for glove-box operadons is under developmenr and in limiled use 
in (be Unilcd Swes, Japan. and elsewhere. 

If the fuel conmins radionuclidcr that emit pcnclmling radialions. glove boxes 
;we io:!dcqualc. Remole operations bcbind heavy shielding may be necersary. Although 
procedures nod equipment are well developed for such operations. their cost and 
inconvenience make remole aclivitics B lns~ reson. The HTGR fuel fabrication pro- 
cesses bwe been developed ID be amrncnable 10 remme opwuions ill such lime as 
“‘U recycle (with the rlrendrnt “‘U conmmination noted in Chap. 6) becomes dc- 
sirable. Use of “‘U or fission-product-conlrminalcd plutonium in my of the other 
reference reuclor designs would require substnmial modilicslion of existing processes. 

All facililier that h;mdle plulonium or other Ihighly rsdioeclivc lnalcriids mu%8 
take steps 10 limit radiation exposures (ex~ernul and imernel) and rndionuclide relcascs 

; 

10 as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA] levels. Ventilation and filrration systems 

itre designed for this purpose. Suppon is provided by moniroring with remote xnsors 
and routine surveys by radiation-safety personnel. 

Crilicalily safety measures are applied 10 fabricslion operalions (except for [hose 
solely with naturill or depleted uranium). Wilh slighdy enriched wanium and equivalent 
mixed-oxide composilions. wet chemistry operalions are performed in limited-ge- 
omrtry vessels (e.g.. slender cylindrical tilnks) while dry powder, pellcls. and fuel 
pins are processed, handled, and stored wirh provisions: for combinalions of mass and 

geomewy limils, moderalor exclusion. and spacing. More highly enriched uranium 
and plutonium. which can be crifical even when dry (i.e., wilhoul any modcralor). 
are subject 10 even more slringem limils. e.g., smaller diameters. lower musses and 
volumes, and wider spacing. 

status 

Many of the countries with major nuclear programs have fuel fabrication capabilily 

10 match their reactor types (e.g., as summarized in Table 17-2). In the case of mixed- 
oxides. cspaci!ies are tied 10 national plans for LWR plutonium recycle and fur ad- 
vanced-reactor rind LMFBR development es described in Chap. 12. 

A recent trend has been toward cooperalive and joint fuel fabrication venlures 

wilh R distincdy imernalional flavor. In the United S?ateu, for example. this has included 
four of [he five LWR fuel fabricators (with General Elecwic the exceplion). Advanced 
Nuclear Fuels (formerly owned by Exxon) is now a Siemens-KWU compnny. The 
B&W Fuel Company is owned by Babcock & Wilcox and Ihe French companies 

Fremnlome. Cogema. and Uranium Pechiney. Combusdon Engineering is now owned 
by ABB Brown Boveri. Finally. Westinghouse and ABB-Alom in Sweden (itself rhe 
result of earlier acquisition of ASEA-Alom by ABE Brown Doveri)-PWR and BWR 
msnufacturers, respectively-have hnd subcontract agreements for marketing the orh- 
er’s fuel designs. 

FUELRECYCLE 

All discharged reactor fuel has residual fissile invcnlory that could be recycled 10 

reduce overall uranium-resource and enrichmew requiremems in future cycles. I! has 
been erGmated Lhaf full uranium end pluronium recycle in en LWR. for example. 
could cut yellow cake and enrichmew demands by ubour one-lhird and one-quarter. 
respectively (e.g.. as calculated by comparing Fig. 17-10 and 17.lb). 

As described in the previous chapter. the economy of recycle depends on cost 
compnrisons beween once-through fuel cycle operalions and those for reprocessing 
and recycle fabrication. The high costs of MDX lubrication. including glove-box 
operations and other safely- and safeguards-related systems and reprocessing. make 
recycle expensive. This, coupled with falling cosls for yellow cake and enrichment. 
has made recycle economically unfavorable (e.g., as shown by Tnble 17-l). 

From another vantage point. sizeable qunnlilies oi plulonium alreudy cxisl in 
(be couomies in which spem fuel is reprocessed. A study by the OECD (19X9b) 
concluded that, if this psr~icular malerial is considered to be essentially “free,” ils 
use could produce meaningful cost savings compared to coolempomry uranium prices. 
Where reprocessing mw “pay its own wy,” the economics remain unfworable. 
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natural uranium in the first recycle to 8 percent plutonium at equilibrium. Table 18. 
I also shows that the tissile content of the plutonium (i.e.. 139P~ plus “‘Pu) worsens 
with recycle from a little more than 70 percent in the discharged UO, fuel to 57 pcrccnt 
in the MOX fuel al equilibrium. During this rime. the fraction of MOX in-reactor 
incresses from 6-7 percent at the smn of the first recycle to the equilibrium value of 

30 pmC”L 
Recycle operations depend. of course. on spent fuel reprocessing. (Reprocessing 

status is shown in Table 17-Z and considered further in rhe next chapter). In the United 
Smtes. for example. a generally uneconomic outlook for reprocessing and MOX fuels 
has limited LWR rccyclc strictly to experimcnrnl activities. 

Belgium, Germany, Switzerland. Japan, and especially France have developed 

plans to use MOX for the long-ten economics they expect it to provide. The French, 

for example. loaded MOX fuel info the St. Laurent B-I reactor in IBM 1987 signaling 
the SIBR of routine plutonium recycle scheduled to extend to 16 units by 1995. Japan, 
similarly, srnncd with four MOX assemblies in the small Mihama PWR with plans 

for quaner-core. thrcc.cycle tests in large PWR and BWR units by the end of the 

CC”Wy. 

HTGR Recycle 
The reference HTGR has many rccyclc options for uranium and thorium. some of 
which are represented on Fig. 18-3. Four possible (arbirmrily-named) cycles are: 

I. Nonrecycle-Highly enriched uranium is used in TRISO fuel for each cycle with 
discharged “‘U and “‘U slorcd or sold. 

2. Full recycle-All uranium is recycled in the BISO panicle along with Ihc thorium. 
and makeup “‘U is febricavd into TRISO particles. 

3. Type I segregation-Bred 2”U is recycled with makeup “‘U in TRISO particles. 

but discharged “‘U is not recycled. 
4. Type II segregation-Makeup “JU is in TRlSO panicles with thorium and recycled 

“‘U in BISO (or other separate) panicles. 

Tbe material flows for the HTGR full recycle mode are also shown by Fig. 17.Id. 
The highly enriched uranium is recycled once or noI 81 all. based on consider- 

ations shown by Table 18-Z. The initial “‘U content is depleted by 92 percent and 

99 percent of initial mass during the first and second cycles. rcspccrively. The very 
large “‘U content (with its rcscliviry penally) diclnles against rccnrichment orusc part 
,he second cycle. 

Thorium is not likely to be recycled directly because iI contains the shon half- 
lived ‘“Th isotope from the 212U decay chain (of Fig. 6-4). Instead, it may be stored 
for later use as indicnled on Fig. 18.3. 

There is very little plulonium produced from the highly enriched uranium feed 

in the reference HTGR design (Table 18-Z). However. the next generation of HTGR, 
or MHTGR (Chap. 14). calls for -20 ~1% YJ fuel that would generate significanlly 

more plutonium (from the 80 ~1% l’*U). This, of course. would complicate fuel cycle 
opcrelion (and Fig, 18-3) by introducing a new millerial strewn. 

Other Reactor Systems 

The plutonium inventory in spent natural-uranium fuel in the CANDU-PHW fuel 
bundles is relatively low. This, coupled with low uranium prices and high reprocessing 

and MOX fabrication costs. make recycle in Canada highly unlikely in the foreseetable 
future. However. with the great flexibility afforded by on-line refueling, use of plu- 

tonium or 2”U fuel or a thorium fuel cycle is possible nt any time (e.g., as described 
in Chap. I I). Tandem fuel cycles could also be viable, e.g., use of LWR slightly 
enriched or recovered uranium (because the latter has an assay above that of naural 
uranium as shown by Fig. 17-16 and Table 18-l). 

The Soviet PTGR was designed to produce both eleclriciry and plutonium (e.g.. 
BS described in Chap. I I). Although fuel-cycle srrategies have not been reported, the 
syslcm’s capability for on-line refueling could provide some of the seme flexibility 
the CANDU systems have. 

The advanced converter reactors described in Chap. 12 also are lied lo recycle. 

Fmmntomc’s RCVS specwl-shift converter reacIor. for example. was designed for 
increrred urnnium ulilizetion primarily by producing more plutonium and burning il 



TABLE 18-Z 
Composilian of Discharged HTGR Uranium Feed Malerialt 

in place. IIs unique fuel design, however, also allows optimized operation with recycled 

plutonium fuel. 
The concepwal speclral-shift-control reactor (SSCR) also promises improved 

resource utilization. The moderate savings from an LWR-like once-through cycle could 
-be increased with plutonium recycle and incressed even more with a l”‘U-thorium 

cycle. 

The overall design concept of the breeder reactors (e.g., the light-wafer. motren- 

silk. nnd liquid-metal fast breeder reactors described in Chap. 12) is geared to fuel 
reprocessing and recycle. The LWBR and MSBR opcratc on lhermat neutrons in “‘U- 
thorium fuel cycles which, once established. would require only rhorium PS fresh feed, 

The LMFBR is based on a plutonium fuel cycle. generally with mixed-oxide as 
shown by fig. 17-2~. Core and blanket fuel management (e.g.. as introduced in Chaps. 

9 and 12) may produce separate. plumnium recycle weans. Depleted or natural uranium 

provides the fresh feed material for MOX fuel fabrication. 
Initial LMFBR operation is generally with plulonium from LWR sources (whose 

isotopic composition happens to be well-suited 10 this purpose 8s discussed in Chap. 

6). France especially. but also Japan, the United Kingdom, and others, recycle ptu. 
mnium fuels for use in prototype fast rericIors. 

SPENT FUEL 

Storage and lrnnsporwtion of spent fuel assemblies nre imponan( componenls of [be 
nuclear fuel cycle, whether or not reprocessing and recycle occur. lmrrim storage at 
fhc reactor site allows Ihe assemblies lo cool prior to reprocessing or disposal. As 

existing on-site slorage space is filled. capacity must be added or the spent fuel must 
be shipped Lo away-from-reaclor-srorlge or disponlt sites. Reprocessing and recycle 
would also require spent-fuel shipmenr. 

S10rage 

Most of the world’s spent fuel is currently stored in waler basins 01 LWR or CANDU 
siles. Water is a panicularty convenient medium because it is inexpensive, am coot 
by natural convection. and provides shielding and visibility ill the same lime. However, 

water is also B neuron moderntor (with inherent criticality implications) and potential 

conlribufor to corrosion. 
CANDU fuel is placed horizontally in trays lhnr reside in the high-capacity 

storage bay shown in Fig. 11-4. Spent CANDU fuel bundles have relatively low 
burnup (and corresponding heat toad) and are subcritical in any configurarion in or- 
dinary warcr. Thus. they can be stored readily a1 high density in Ihe water pool. 
Lifetime fuel storage capacity has been built inlo many of these reactors because 

reprocessing and recycle have not been planned. Some CANDU fuel is also in storage 

in concrete casks and silos. 
LWR and F’TGR fuel assemblies are rrored vertically in II pool with B fixed- 

lattice suucture. The LWRs rradirionally have used alumi&n racks with generous 
center-to-center spacing Ihal provides both adequate naturat-convection cooling and a 
subcritical configuration. 

Dry storage welts with external wafer cooling have been designed for the graphite 

HTGR fuel blocks. LMFBR fuel assemblies are stored in liquid-sodium-filled basins, 

in principle, for a brief period of time prior to recycle of their plutonium contcnl. 
Many on-site storage facilities for LWR fuel were sized for B limited number 

of discharge batches in anticiparion of fuel reprocessing and recycle. In the absence 

of reprocessing, many of Ihe operating reactors. especially in the United States, have 
faced or will face both extended storage times and inndcquate cupxiry. Fortunately. 
the zirconium-alloy clad has proven to resist degradation. e.g., as demonstrated by 

up to three decades of experience with LWR and CANDU fuels. Capacity enhance- 
ments include pool-storage alternatives and addition of dry storage. (Long-term options 

related to national waste-management strategies are covered in the next chapter.) 

Pool storage 
Meeting the capacity challenge with construction of new pools or physical expansion 
of existing ones generally is too slow and too costly (i.e., has large. up-front capital 

costs). Therefore consideration has been focused on a combination of methods in- 
cluding: 

I. Rrracking-conversion of pools for high-density storage 

2. Burnup crcdir-reduction of fuel-assembly separation by laking credit for fuel 
bumup effects 

3. Rod consolidofion-reduction of fuel-nssembty volume through disassembly and 
compaction 

4. Exrended burnup-gcncrafion of less spent fuel per unit of power production 
5. Trmtsshipmenr--move fuel from one pool to unolher 

High-density fuel-assembly slorage is availnblc with stainless-sleet rack BINC- 
tures huving inagral neutron poisons such as boron carbide. Bumup credit may attow 
close spacing with less slilintess sleet and poison between assemblies. Remcking has 
been done in nearly ull U.S. reacrors whose pools can support Ihe weight ond stilt 
meet seismic and other applicable requirements. Another reracking alternative. which 
also depends on seismic capabiliry, is adding a second rier to the pool as has been 
done a.t two small U.S. plants. In both reracking olternadves. forced cooling may bc 
required Lo compensare for Ihe high dewy-hex toad associaled with freshly discharged 

fuel assemblies. 



Rod consolidation methods have been developed to remove end fittings. pull or 
push imacr fuel rods from the assembly slrucurc (e.g.. Fig. l-6 for BWR and Figs. 
l-7 and IO-1 I for PWR). place [he rods in a canister in a close-packed configurarion. 
and compact the remaining s~~~uctural pans in the same or a differem canister. The 

rods thcmsclvcs can be consolidated in B 2:l ratio and the stmcwrc from 6:l to IO: I. 
Thus. a net rcducdon in volume of from 1.5:l to 1.7:l can be achieved. If the struuc~urc 
can be removed from the pool and stored elsewhere or disposed (e.g.. RI intermediate- 
level wnsfe 8s dcscribcd in the nexl chapter), the net consolidation can bc the 2:l ratio 

of the fuel rods, The resulting increase in mass loading. of course. requires that seismic 
rcquircmcnts bc met, more so if in conccn with rcracking. More than B dozen dem- 
ons~ra~ion projects have been completed or are underway in the United Stales with 
large-scale use planned by scvcral udlidcs. The United Kingdom has applied consol- 

idation to AGR fuel. 
Exandcd bumup is an increasingly popular fuel-managcmcm option (described 

in Chap. 9). in pan for reducing spat-fuel volumes. Transshipmem lrom one pool 10 

anorhcr is generally done within the same utility and. of course. applies only if space 
is avnilnblc. Conccpwnlly, this is no differem than using away-lrom~rcnclor storage 
or nn interim spent-fuel repository. 

Dry Slorqc 
The aIwnativc to pool or “wet’* storage is dry storngc in VPUIIS. melnl casks, and 
eonerc~c modules. The viability of spcnl:fuel smragc in n vurirty of conligurations 
backfilled with helium or nitrogen has been demons~mrcd in Canada. Germany. Swil- 

zcrland. Ihe United States. and the Soviet Union. Temperalure-versus-lime dun also 
have been established. On-going studies cvcn~ually may determine conditions under 
which air can bc used as the backfill medium (in addition 10 its traditional role in 
forecd- or nawral-convection cwling of the scaled containers). 

One rype of dly-storage vaulr consisw of sealed eonereLc containment s~ructurcs 
in modular units. Individual spent-fuel asscmblics arc stored inside. cseh in a scparatc 

venial metal tube. Decay-heat removal is by natural-convection air cooling. Vault 
storage has been used primarily in the United Kingdom for gss-cooled rexlor fuels 
and in France for fuels from early research and power reactors. 

The mcrd cask generally consists of a costed mcml body with fins for decay- 
heat removal by convective cooling (e.g., as in one of the configurations in Fig. 18. 
4). One series of casks holds from 21 to 36 PWR or 52 10 76 BWR assemblies in an 
upright position on a eonerctc slab. Many metal casks arc solely for wnporary storage 
and. thus. non-transportable. Others arc mullipurpose with a common module for 
intcrmcdisre storage. lrsnspon, and long-term silo smragc. e.g.. us shown in Fig. 
8-4 with a module holding I2 PWR assemblies. 

Mcral cask demonstrntions have been performed coopcrn~ively by U.S.DOE, 
EPRI. and U.S. ulilifies. A variety of casks (e.g.. GNSI CASTOR V/21 and X133. 
Trsnsnuclear TN-24P. Wesringhouse MC-IO. NAC-28. and NAC-3I), some of which 
already arc seeing use in the United Slates and overseas, have been or will be included 

in the tests. 
Concrere casks we similar 10 the metal smrcgc casks except Ihat the fuel is 

STORAGE CASK 

FIGURIS 18-4 
Mullip”rpow cur lo, ,cmpurrry Lm.si,e ,,orrge. *hipme”,. rnd long+“” rmrrs IAdrpted cuuncry uf 
Nvrlr”, E”*inr.ri”* ,nr.,m,iona, Wilh pmirrian or Ihe di,WS.l 

scaled in a stainless-steel ecnistcr and inserted into a hollow-concrete cask body (Similar 
10 the long.tcrm.stora8c confi8uration of Fig. 8.4). Two cxamplcs xc the: 

. NUTECH horizontal modular smragc [NUHOMS] syslcm with stcinless-steel elm- 
istcrs each holding seven PWR assemblies and stored horizonlally in concrctc mod- 

UICS 

l NUPAC system with one or two assemblies each in SmnllercaniSLers stored vertically 

in concrete modules 

These and othei systems with capncilics up to 28 PWR assemblies have been subject 
[o demonstration in a U.S.DOE project in cooperation with US. commcreial nuclear 

plants. Full.sale use of concrete casks has been scheduled by several U.S. utilities. 

Away-From-Reactor Sloragc 
An alternative or sdjunct to increasing on-site spar-fuel storage capacity is the use 
of away-from-reactor (AFR] facilidcs (Table 17-2). AFR facilities are generally op 
crated commcreizdly or by a govcmmcnt. When intended suicdy for interim spcnt- 
fuel storage. AFR operations hrvc many similarities 10 a~-rcxtar pools end dry-storage 
configurations. including the ability to handle consolidated fuel. Long-term storage or 
wnstc-disposal applications (subjects of the next chapter) differ primarily in spcm-fuel 
packaging. 

lndcpcndcnr spent&l rroroge inrfallarions [ISFSII and AFRs often arc consid- 
ered synonymous. However. according to U.S.NRC rc8ulalions. the ISFSI classifi- 
cation also includes facilities that acccpl lransshipmem of fuel from another reactor 
operated by Ihe same utility. A new smragc fecilily. c.g.. brsed on dry storngc methods 



described rbovt. used only for fuel from the same site also may be considered an 

ISFSI when it is separate from the original reactor complex. 
A small U.S. away-from-reactor storage facility ior LWR-spent duel is operated 

in the spent-fuel pool of an inoperable reprocessing plant in Morris, Illinois. It hss a 
capacity of about 750 1 or 20-25 discharge batches. All fuel wxmblics are received 

in rail-mounted shipping casks (e.g., like that described below). The cask is moved 
from the rail car into an air-locked mom where it is decontaminated as necessary. The 
“cIcan*’ cask is transfcwed 10 an underwater storage area where the fuel assemblies 
are removed and placed into poisoned. s~ainlcss-s~ccl basktrs (one holding B three-by 
three array of BWR assemblies. another B Iwo-hy-two array of PWR osscmblies). The 

bsskels arc lrnnslcrred lo the pool where lhcy are latched in place in a venicol position. 
The Swedish CLAB is a storage pwl that is located underground and receives 

spent LWR fuel in a packaged fan intended for later disposal (as described in the 
next chapter). Finland has an ISFSI-type pal for excess spent fuel from the Olkiluoro 
sire. Fuel from Finland’s Loviisa station was IO be returned to the Soviet Union. 

Although Ihe former German Democratic Republic also rerurnr spent fuel, it 
operates an AFR facility 81 the site of the a-unit Nord starion. The four pools with 

high-density racks extended the site’s storage capacity from three years 10 eight yews 
at the request of the Soviet Union. These pools are covered by a lloor of steel plates 

which, in concert wilh IAEA seals. prevent unauthorized spent-fuel movement (a 
material safeguards me~wre considered in Chap. 20). 

Virginia Power’s Surty Station has instillled an ISFSI Ihal began with four 
concrete casks that were loaded immediately on dclivcryto alleviate a pressing need 

for storage capacily. Dry-cask AFR capacity for LWR fuel is also in operation in 
Germany with more under construction. including a yet-lo-be licensed facility at Gor. 
lcbcn (which is also the proposed silt of a high-level-waste repository as described in 
the next chapter). The dry cask and vault facilities in France and Ihr United Kingdom 
that were mentioned earlier arc also away-from-reactor facilities. 

Until they have been irradiated in a reactor, fuel cycle mswinls do no! pose serious 
lnnsponodon hazards. This is not INC lor the spent lucl, which may comain sizeuble 
quantities of plutonium and is “hot” both lhermnlly and radiologically. Shipments of 

spent fuel are. thus. subject to very stringent domestic and inremotional regulations. 

Responsibilily far safe shipment of commercial nucl~ilr materials in the United Stales 
is shnrcd by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Department olTrnnsportation 
IDOT). DOT cstoblishcs general regulations for packaging. loading, and operation of 
vehicles. its well as for inspection, shipping documenls, and accidml reponing. The 
NKC sets packrging standards lor highly-radioactive materials. It also recommends 
pcrlormsncc standards related LO the polcnrinl for adverse effects on opersting personnel 
and the general public due 10 radialion or release of radioac&e material. The U.S. 
regulations for transporting mdioactive maeritds have been developed to be consistem 
with those of the Interniltional Atomic Energy Agency [IAEAj. 

Packages are generally divided into two categories from B radiological standpoint: 

I: Class A-“small” qunmilies which if released directly IO the environment would 

have minimnl consequences (i.e.. be within prescribed limits) 
2. Class B--non-class A package which must be designed for containment under 

(defined) normal and accident conditions 

Class B packages, including spent-fuel transport contairwr. must be able to withstand 
all normally anticipated tranrport contingencies with: 

l no lcakuge of material 
. radiation levels <200 mdh at the surface and IO mrlh ar I m 

l no criticality 
. surface lempcralure CSO’C 

Each container type must also be shown 10 be capable of withstanding the following 

accident sequence with most of the shielding still intact and with only limited escape 

of coolant and/or inen radioactive gases: 

l free fall of IO m on a flat. unyielding horizont+l surface (an approximation lo u 95 

km/h 160 mi/hj vehicle crash) 
. puncture lest with a 100.cm drop onto a IS-cm-diameter bnr located 10 maximize 

damage 
l thermal test with a temperature of -8CO’C for 30 min (an epproximadon to a gasoline 

or kerosene fire) 
l waler immersion at B depth of Z I m for 8 h 

Spent-Fuel Casks 
Casks for wansporting spent-fuel assemblies must be designed 10 accommodate both 
high radiation levels and large decay-heat loads while mcrting all necessary regulntory 

requirements such as those presented above. One container for LWR fuel is the General 
Electric IF-300, shown sepnrately and rail-car mounted in Fig. 18-5. Its imponant 

compo”c”fs an: 

. a fuel basket holding seven PWR assemblies or Ig BWR assemblies (similar IO the 
inner storage module in Fig. 18.4) 

. a stainless-steel cylinder sealed with a closure head 
l depleted-uranium or lead shielding materinl 
l an outer stainleis-steel shell 
. B corrugated stainless-steel oulcr jacket holding newon shielding (usually waler) 
l fins to aid iorccd cooling (if required) and minimize impact damage 

With slight modifications of the fuel basket. the cask in Fig. 18.5 could accom- 
modate most types of reactor fuel (e.g., from CANDIJ to LMFBR). TMI-2 fuel-debris 
cnnislrrs. or solidified waste. Reactor-specilic casks. however. have the advantage of 

more optimized capacity. An LMFBR cask. for example. accommodates smaller bul 
highly active (e.g.. Table 6-3). high-power-density assemblies (because the conceptual 
LMFBR is designed for very high burnup and shon al-resctor storage prior to rcpm- 
cessirlg). 

HTGR fuel can be shipped in a simpler cask because the assemblies have Ihe 

,, ,,, 



high inherent heat capacity of graphite and will have been cooled longer. The same 
cask also can be used for transponing fresh fuel because the external shielding. roughly 
a 3.5~in cylindrical-shell of depleted uranium for a 6.assembly stack. is nor excessive. 

In 1977- 1978 Sandia Laborarorics prepared and conducted a series of full-scale crash 
tests for spent-fuel casks of a type similar to that in Fig. 18.5. The tests were not 
intended m replace the series required for regulrlory cenilicarion. Instead, one purpose 
was 10 evslu~le current capabilities for predicting crash results. The other major purpose 
was to demonsrrate for the general public Ihe overall safety of the lranspon method 
even under highly unlikely accident conditions. 

The series consisted of: 

I, 97 and 130 km/h crashes of tractor-wailer rigs with a spent-fuel cask inm a massive. 
stafionaly concrete barrier 

2. a 130 km/h locomotive crash on a sladonary. cask-loaded waclor-trailer rig 81 a 

simulated grade crossing 
3. a 130 km/h impact of a specinl railcar-mounted cask inlo the concrete barrier with 

a subsequent IZS-min bum in JP-4 fuel PL 980-I I5O’C 

The resulw of rhe tests demonstrated lhat the predictive methods are very accurntc. 
Each cask survived with minimal damage and without leakage of (simulated) radio- 
active maurial. The photographs in Fig. 18-6 show selcchzd features of the ,csf series. 

In 1986, the United Kingdom conducted similar public demonstradon tcsls for 
their roughly cube-shaped spent-fuel “flask.” Following a 9-m drop on a solid un- 

yielding anvil, Ihe flask was placed in position on railroad tracks so that an oncoming 
full-sired diesel locomodve traveling 81 160 km/h struck its lid (where there was the 
best chance the lid would bc ripped off). Although the flask was thrown 60 m. it 
survived intact, validafing model fesfs and cornpurer predictions. as well as providing 
spectacular (if expensive) public relations. 

EXERCISES 

Questions 

IS-I. Trace the major steps in LWR fuel fabrication from UF, receipt 10 fucl- 
assembly compledon. 

18-2. Identify the major differences berwecn fabrication for UO, and mixed-oxide 
fuel assemblies. 

18-3. Describe the major differences between LWR and HTGR fuel fabrication. 
18.4. Explain Ihe difference berween self-generated and open-market recycle smx- 

egies for reactor use of plutonium. 
18.5. Sketch the boric features of the “full-recycle” mode for a reference tITGR. 
18.6. Describe the basic features of sp-enl-fuel sromge using: pool reracking: fuel. 

assembly consolidation; dry-storage with vauh. metal-cask. and concrete-cask 
systems; and nway-from-reactor facilities. 
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